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COST FINDING IN TEXTILE MILLS
FIN D IN G  T H E  COST O F W O O L GOODS.
A reliable system of cost finding must be based on accurate statistics of 
production and cost in the different departments of the mill. These statis­
tics should be compiled monthly and for at least a year in order to include 
all the charges, some of which, such as taxes, cannot be conveniently calcu­
lated monthly. Take a woolen mill for illustration. The monthly record 
should give the aggregate cost of day labor of piece work and of supplies for 
each department and the production of the respective department as shown 
below:
Sorting: Grease weight.
Scouring: Scoured weight.
Dyeing: Weight of raw stock. Length and weight of cloth.
Picking: Weight.
Carding: Runs spun. Runs per set.
Spinning: Runs spun. Runs per spindle. Average size of yarn.
Dressing and Spooling: Pieces beamed. Average sections. Section pieces.
Weaving Yards: Weight. Average ounces per yard. Average picks. 
Percentage of efficiency.
Finishing: Yards. Weight. Average ounces per yard. Allowances. 
Remnants. Seconds.
The general charge should be classified under the following heads: Fuel, 
Freight, Iron and Wood Work.
At the end of the year the reports for that year should be combined and 
the items, such as taxes, insurance, etc., included so as to cover the total cost.
The production of the weave room, as shown by each monthly or annual 
report, is reduced to the equivalent on the basis of say 50 picks per inch. 
Thus if 1,000 yards of 40-pick cloth is woven the equivalent would be 800 
yards of 50-pick cloth.
The report shows the average cost of day labor, of piece-work and of 
supplies for each department per unit of production for that department; 
thus: scouring, per 100 pounds; carding and spinning, per 100 runs; weaving, 
per yard woven.
In addition the average cost of each item, day labor, piece-work and ex­
pense, for each department and for each division of the general expense, is 
calculated per woven yard of 50 picks per inch.
Having compiled these statistics, the manufacturer is in a position to 
calculate the cost of each style of goods, either before, during or after the 
process of manufacture, as shown by the accompanying illustration.
The quantities of material per cut are calculated for each department 
and extended at the averages as shown by the mill statistics.
The cost averages for iron and wood work, fuel, insurance and taxes, 
freight and general expense are calculated from the average cost per yard 
of cloth having 50 picks per inch. Thus in the accompanying estimate of 
cost for Style 3704, the cost of freight for 50-pick cloth is $.008 per yard. 
As there are 60 picks per inch in Style 3704, this item is increased in pro­
portion :
(.008 X 60) ÷  50 =  $.0096 per yard.
If the fabric should have less than 50 picks per inch, the average cost 
would be reduced in proportion.
The cost of raw material is calculated from the amount of material re­
quired and the purchase price. The calculation is shown in the accompanying 
illustration under the headings, “Mixture of Stock” and “Stock.”
This application of the method to a woolen fabric illustrates the prin­
ciple as applied to worsteds.
MAIN 19.
(Copyright, 1916, by Samuel S. Dale.)
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COST FIN D IN G  FO R  COTTON M ILLS 
By W. A. Merrill
The method described in these articles is in use in a number of 
New England mills. It is not offered as the “only way of salvation,” 
but in the main it is a practical and accurate method. It requires a 
good many figures, but no more than are necessary.
Some may say that the system to be described is complicated. 
Admitted, but it is a complicated situation which we have to deal with.
The system will not run itself but it will pay to run it.
There are a great many interesting and helpful facts about a mill 
which are disclosed by a system of cost finding, and which in them­
selves are alone worth the labor and expense involved.
In a large mill each department is supposed to make out its own 
cost sheets. In a small mill this might not be possible.
There must, however, be some one person, a cost clerk, whose duty 
it is to gather all these figures and facts and weld them together.
It is not possible to devise a system that will fit exactly the condi­
tion and needs of every mill. The method offered is capable of being 
readily adjusted to the requirements of any mill, for the reason that 
the underlying principles are always the same.
About all that would be necessary in order to adapt this system to 
any plant would be the addition of sections covering such processes as 
are peculiar to the mill.
It would be an ideal condition if mills making similar grades of 
goods would estimate and keep their costs by the same method.
Not only should a mill be able to estimate its costs, but it should 
also have a system whereby it could prove up its estimates. All of 
these features will be shown as we progress.
Any system of cost is better than none. For example, a mill might 
use an erroneous method which would not accurately show the cost 
of any given piece of goods or count of yarn, and which, nevertheless, 
would be valuable by showing which of several styles of goods were 
the more profitable, all being figured in the same manner and on the 
same basis.
[2]
Too much dependence, however, should not be placed on an estimate 
of cost known to be faulty. The writer knows of a Southern mill 
which showed a good profit on the “sounding sheet” and yet failed for 
a large amount within a year.
A sounding sheet is a statement designed to show the rate of profit 
or loss of a mill at any given date. It shows the estimated cost and 
the net yield from the selling price for each style, the difference be­
tween the two being the estimated profit or loss. The sounding sheet 
also shows the number of spindles or looms running on each grade of 
yarn or style of goods, and the corresponding, profit or loss per day,
[3]
week or month. The production of each grade or style is extended at 
the respective profit or loss. The difference between the total of the 
profit items and the total of the loss items gives the rate of profit or 
loss of the mill for the given period. The report is called a sounding
sheet because it is intended to show how near the mill is to the break­
ers.
A mill is usually obliged to sell its product at the market price, 
irrespective of cost, hut with an accurate knowledge of costs a mill 
can select the more profitable styles.
Sometimes for the' sake of running full it is a good plan to manu- 
[4]
facture a style showing a small margin of profit, or none at all, but the 
mill manager should know which style is yielding the small return.
The cost of the same count of yarn or style of goods will vary in 
different mills, even where labor and materials cost the same. A mill 
might be laid out to make certain numbers of yarn, say 10s to 20s, 
another to make 40s to 80s, and yet another to make all of these 
counts. It is obvious that if the same system of cost finding is em­
ployed in these three mills, assuming that they are of about the same 
size, the cost will vary on any given number of yarn.
In mills having a wide range of yarn counts, it would be necessary, 
in order to arrive accurately a t the cost of a  given count of yam, to 
apportion the general labor expense of a department according to its 
relation to the labor cost and not according to the spindles, yarns or
[5]
looms. For example, it takes more oversight to care for the frames 
spinning coarse numbers than for frames on fine yarn. There is more 
roving to be carried and more yarn to take away. There being more 
help on coarse work, more attention is required from the overseers 
and others.
Sven though a mill were running on one style of goods only, it 
would be well to know the cost of each kind of yarn entering into the 
cloth, and not the average cost only, so that in the event of its being 
necessary to change the mill over to another style, the cost of the new 
fabric could be accurately estimated.
The figures inserted in the sheets which follow do not represent 
the actual results in any particular mill, but have been selected solely 
for illustrating the method of cost-finding.
In all of the cost sheets the decimal point is placed at the right of 
the cents. For example, instead of expressing one cent .01000, it is 
written 1.000.
All the cost sheets should be kept in loose leaf form so that as they 
come in from the mill they may be filed in a suitable hinder.
[6]
 
Cost of Carding
The product of this department is that which is sent to the spin­
ning room and not that which is sent from coarse to fine speeders.
According to this sheet the mill is making 2.00, 3.00 and 4.00 hank 
roving.
As all the stock for these rovings has the same treatment through 
all the processes up to and including the slubbing, we may bunch the 
cost of these processes together. When we come to the intermediates 
the 2.00 hank is made from a coarser intermediate roving than the 
4.00 hank and consequently from this point we must separate the cost 
of the different rovings.
The various processes should be brought together on the payroll 
sheets, also the general expense, overseers, etc., in order to facilitate 
getting the total cost of labor for each process.
As most mills pay piece work prices it will be easy to ascertain the 
product and labor cost totals for each process.
The general expense in the carding room is distributed according to 
the labor cost on each hank roving or by the percentage which the 
general expense bears to the labor cost. It can be spread in propor­
tion to the spindles run on each roving, but, as already stated, this
would be incorrect as the general oversight for the finer roving is not 
as expensive as for the coarse roving.
Having found the labor cost to be $686.36 and the general expense 
to be $133.94, the proportion of general expense is found as follows:
$133.94 (gen. exp.) ÷  $686.36 (labor) =  19.5 per ct.
The general expense is therefore equal to 19.5 per cent. of the total
labor.
The general expense is then divided proportionately among the dif­
ferent sizes of roving as follows:
2.00 hank roving:
Labor .......................................................$150.36
Gen. Ex., 19.5% .......................................$29.32
Total ..................................................$179.68
3.00 hank roving:
L abor....................................................... $224.56
Gen. Ex., 19% ......................................   43.78
Total .............................................$268.34
4.00 hank roving:
L abor....................................................... $311.44
Gen. Ex., 19.5% ...................................... 60.84
Total .............................................$372.28
[7]
The costs per pound are found by dividing these totals by the num­
ber of pounds of the respective sizes:
$179.68 ÷  14,352 
$268.34 ÷  20,022 
$372.28 ÷  25,368 
$820.30 ÷  59,742
(lbs.) =  1.251, cost per lb. for 2.00 hank roving 
(lbs.) =  1.341, cost per lb. for 3.00 hank roving.
(lbs.) =  1.466, cost per lb. for 4.00 hank roving.
(lbs.) =  1.373, average cost per lb. for entire produc­
tion.
These results show plainly the importance of calculating the propor­
tionate cost for each number instead of taking the average cost of the 
entire production as the cost of each number. In the above exhibit,
the average cost is 12 points higher than the proportionate cost for
2.00 hank roving, and 9 points lower than the proportionate cost for
4.00 hank roving. Thus an estimate based on the average cost per
pound, involving such great discrepancies in the cost of five or six 
processes, would be a long way from the actual cost of a given yarn.
The wider the range of rovings made the greater will he the varia­
tion of the cost of the fine and coarse numbers from the average.
F illin g  Spinn ing Room
It is best to separate the filling spinning from the warp spinning 
even though they may both be in the same room. If this is not done 
there is danger of mixing the filling up with the warp of the same 
numbers.
The product can be measured either by hank clocks or by the num­
ber of doffs. It simplifies the work of cost finding to make up a sheet 
showing the standard price paid per spindle for spinning and per hank 
for doffing. If a record is kept of the number of doffs of each yarn 
size, that will serve in place of the hanks for determining the labor 
cost of doffing.
The basis for spreading the general expense in the spinning depart­
ment is the number of spindles run. Note the difference between the 
cost of 13s filling and of 19s.
The cost system for warp spinning is the same as for filling.
Cost o f Spooling
The method adopted for finding the cost of spooling will be evident 
from the accompanying form. The weight of each size of yarn is 
given and the general expense is apportioned by the percentage that 
the total amount bears to the total amount paid for labor. For exam­
ple, the total general expense is equal to 13.1 per cent. of the labor 
cost. The cost of labor on 2,544 pounds of 8s yarn is $18.54, the pro­
portion of the general expense charged to this yarn being (18.54 X 
.131) $2.42. The ends of the 8s yarn marked W. K. are tied with 
weaver’s knots.
Cost o f W arp ing
The help in the warping room being paid by the hour, the labor cost 
arid general expense are each apportioned according to the weight of 
each count, as shown by the following example, taken from the accom­
panying form:
Cost of labor:
$94.10 ÷  1.892 =  .04974 per thousand yards.
1.24 X .04974 =  $6.17, cost of labor on 8s yam.
Slashing or Dressing
The cost in the slashing or dressing department is found by the 
same method as that given for warping. The sets with a large num­
ber of ends will cost less than those having a small number. It is 
more expensive to slash a set with 1,400 ends than one with 4,000, al­
though the 1,400-end set may be run through at a higher speed, which 
will reduce the cost somewhat.
The 15s yarn shown on the sheet was used in a set with a large 
number of ends. This accounts for the proportionately greater weight, 
as compared with the yardage.
[8]
Web Drawing
On. this sheet we begin to separate one style of goods from another.
The general expense is spread at so much per warp.
To find the expense per warp divide the amount paid for general 
expense by the number of warps drawn in.
Where one overseer has charge of several processes, his pay, as well 
as the pay of those who assist him, should be split up in such propor­
tions as seem right.
Cost of W eaving
The report shows the cost of weaving in a mill in which the weavers 
were paid by the pound. When they are paid by the piece it will be 
necessary to keep a  record of the pieces woven, as well as the weight. 
The general expenses, including wages of overseer, fixers, etc., are 
charged to the respective styles of goods in proportion to the looms 
run on each style.
For example, the number of looms run on Style 4567 during the 
week was equal to one loom for 140 days, or 714 per cent.  of 1932 
loom days, the total for the room. Accordingly 714 per cent. ($21.36) 
of the total general expense ($295) is charged to this style of goods.
There are 322 looms in the room, making 1932 loom, days per week 
when running full time. The production (29,832 lbs.), wages ($679.47) 
and general expense ($295) are given for the week. The general ex­
pense (15.26 cents) per loom per day is found by dividing the total for 
the week ($295) by the total number of loom days (1932). This cost 
per loom per day is the basis on which the cost of a given style is 
estimated.
Some mills make both plain and fancy goods in the same room, a 
fixer running a smaller number of the looms on fancy goods than on 
plain weaves. In order to arrive at the cost of each style in such mills 
it is necessary to have a set price per loom for the general expense 
on the plain goods and the balance of the overhead expense spread on 
the fancies. It is wrong to charge a plain loom with as much expense 
for oversight as is charged to a fancy loom. The plain loom does not 
call for the skill nor attention that the fancy loom requires. This is 
also true where wide and narrow goods are made in the same room. 
An accurate cost cannot be reached by charging to a loom making 
40-inch goods as much for oversight as is charged to a 72-inch loom.
Cost of F in ish ing
The accompanying sheet illustrates the method of showing the cost 
of finishing. The cost of style 1, is ½ cent per lb. All of the proc­
esses, including folding, ticketing, etc., are in charge of the overseer. 
Certain styles pass through certain processes and should bear only 
the proportionate share of the cost. Those styles which have less 
work done on them should bear a proportionately smaller share of the 
cost. The average cost should not be used. The overhead charges, 
as well as the labor cost, are spread by the piece. The number of 
pieces and weight of each style are given, after which follow the pro­
portionate costs of the overseer, napping, starching and calendering 
and tentering. The total cost for each style is then entered and from 
it is calculated the cost per pound, which is entered in the last column.
Waste Account
The waste report should be based on the drill or woven weight of 
the product and not on the finished weight.
Most goods, no matter what the finish is to be, will make practically 
the same waste as they come from the loom. Very coarse yarns will, 
of course, make more waste than fine yarns, but for all practical pur­
poses goods made from the same stock may be figured with same 
percentage of waste, unless made from combed stock or some special 
process involving a larger amount of waste.
The gain or loss in the amount of stock in process must be allowed 
for, the gain added to the product from spindles or looms, and the 
loss deducted.
[9]
It is assumed that the money received from sales of waste is used 
to buy cotton at the average cost of cotton used for the period, this 
cutton being added to the product.
Efficiency Sheet
One of the most important factors in accurately estimating the cost 
of a fabric is the efficiency of the looms, which is indicated by the 
proportion of 100 per cent. production actually turned out. Experi­
ence shows which weaves will run well, hut it sometimes happens 
that styles that can be run in the designing room will not run well in 
the weave room. The efficiency sheet shows exactly how they run.
The efficiency sheet shows the number of looms run on each style 
per day, the total for the week, also the number of pieces woven and 
the gross and net weight of the cloth woven.
The net weight is given, as some goods gain and some lose weight 
in finishing.
The 100 per cent. production is the number of yards which would 
be woven in one day (1/6 week) if the loom were kept running 
without a stop. Dividing the actual yards woven by this 100 per cent. 
yardage gives the efficiency of the looms as indicated by the actual 
proportion of the 100 per cent. production obtained.
The number of finished yards per loom per day is calculated from 
the woven yards and the gain or loss in length in finishing. The fin­
ished yards and the net pounds are not essential except where there 
is a considerable gain or loss in finishing.
Assuming that the cost system has been in operation for a suffi­
cient period, we now have the facts and figures required for estimat­
ing the cost of a given fabric.
The number of looms run on each style, number of pieces woven, 
weight of cloth woven, picks per inch and yards woven per day per 
loom are taken from the mill records. The number of pieces and the 
weight of cloth per loom per day are calculated from the production 
and the number of loom days. Thus for style 473:
167.5 ÷  109 =  1.54 pieces per loom per day.
1047÷ 109 =  9.60 lbs. per loom per day.
The percentage of efficiency is calculated from the speed of the 
loom, picks per inch and yards per loom-day. Thus for style 473:
180 ÷  36 =  500 yds. per 60 hrs., 100 per cent.
500 X .90 =  450 yds. per 54 hrs., 100 per cent.
450 ÷  6 =  75 yds., per loom-day, 100 per cent.
53.58 ÷  75 =  71.4 per cent., efficiency.
The finished length is obtained by increasing or decreasing the 
woven length to correspond with the estimated gain or shrinkage.
[10]
COST FIN D IN G  IN  H O SIERY  M ILLS.
The methods of cost finding are in some respects the same for hosiery as 
for underwear. The yarn is considered the raw material, even when it is 
spun and knit in the same mill. In the latter case a separate cost system 
is used for the yarn department and the yarn is charged to the hosiery de­
partment at cost or with a profit added. The production of the knitting 
machines is taken as a basis for calculating the cost of fixed charges per 
dozen. Unlike underwear, however, the proportions of the different kinds 
of yarn cannot be calculated from the number of ends and sizes of the yarns, 
but must be determined by an analysis of a finished stocking.
Cost of Material.
The first step in cost finding for hosiery is to calculate the cost of ma­
terial, and to do this the stocking must be analyzed to determine the pro­
portions of the different yarns. To illustrate the process, we will assume 
that the cost is to be estimated for three grades of half-hose, A, B and C, 
which are made as follows:
A B C
Needles in Cylinder 200 220 240
Rip Top 2/26 2/36 2/36
Leg 2/26 2/60 2/70
Heel and toe 2/26 and 2/60 2/40 and 2/60 2/50 and 2/70
High splice 1/50 2/100
Advanced toe 1/50 and 2/60 2/100 and 2/70
Weight per doz. 20 oz. 15 oz. 13½ oz.
1.25 lb. .937 lb. .844 lb.
The weight is given in decimal parts of a pound in order to facilitate 
the calculation of the cost of yarn per dozen from the proportions and prices 
of the different yarns. The calculation of yarn cost for styles A, B and C 
is as follows, allowing 12 per cent. for waste:
Style A.
.067 lb. 2/60s .55 $.037
1.183 lbs. 2/26s .70 .82
1.25 lbs. .857
$.857 ÷  .88 =  $.974, cost of yarn per dozen.
Style B.
.10 lb. l/50s 1.00 .10
.10 lb. 2/40s .88 .088
.463 lb. 2/60s 1.10 .509
.275 lb. 2/36s .80 .22
.938 lb .917
$.917 ÷  .88 =  $1.042, cost of yarn per doz.
Style C.
.125 lb. 2/100s 1.75 .219
.09 lb. 2/50s 1.05 0.94
.29 lb. 2/36s .80 .232
.339 lb. 2/70s 1.20 .406
.884 lb. .951
$.951 ÷  .88 =  1.081, cost of yarn per dozen.
Cost of Manufacturing.
Having found the cost of the yarn per dozen pairs of stockings, the next 
step in the process is to determine the cost of manufacturing, which for the 
purpose of cost finding is divided into two principal items, fixed charges and 
wages paid for piece work.
The classification of fixed charges is somewhat arbitrary, as under this 
head are included many items that strictly speaking are not fixed, but which 
vary more or less with the production of the mill. The amount of these 
charges per dozen can, however, be most easily determined by classing them 
with the charges that are actually fixed.
[11]
We will assume that such a record has been kept in a mill operating 200 
machines on the three grades of hosiery, A, B and C. already described, and 
that the annual charges classed as “fixed” are found to be as follows:
Labor: Expense:
Treasurer $3,500.00 Depreciation $5,000.00
Superintendent 2,250.00 Interest 5,000.00
Bookkeeper 1,200.00 Taxes 1,600.00
Overseer of knitting $28.00 1,456.00 Insurance 300.00
6 fixers 21.00 6,552.00 Advertising 2,000.00
6 spare boys 8.00 2,496.00 Fuel 3,750.00
Fireman 15.00 780.00 Freight 1,500.00
Engineer 21.00 1,092.00 Supplies 750.00
Watchman 17.50 910.00 Repairs 1,500.00
Shipping clerk 18.00 936.00 Needles 800.00
Packing clerk 18.00 936.00 Total expense $22,200.00
Laborer 11.00 572.00 $22,200 ÷  52 =  $426.15 per week
Machinist 20.00 1,040.00 $426.15 -4- 200 =  $2.13, fixed expense
6 inspectors 9.00 2,808.00 per machine per week.
Overseer of mending 12.00 624.00
Extra man 16.00 832.00
Total labor $27,984.00
$27,984 ÷  52 =  $538.15 per week
$538.15 ÷  200 =  $2.69, fixed labor cost 
per machine per week.
  The amount of the fixed charges per dozen depends on the total charges 
and the production of the mill. We have just found the total charges and 
it now remains to find the production.
Production o f K n itt in g  Machine.
The production of a hosiery knitting machine, which measures the pro­
duction of the mill cannot be calculated, as in the case of underwear, from 
the number of ends, counts and speeds of the yarn entering the machine, but 
must he found by an actual test of one or more machines running on the 
style in question. We will assume that a test has shown the production on 
Styles A, B and C to be as follows:
Style A, 30 dozen per machine per week.
Style B, 26 dozen per machine per week.
Style C, 22 dozen per machine per week.
The fixed charges per dozen are now calculated from the production and 
the charges per machine. Taking Style A for illustration:
$2.69 ÷ 30 (doz.) =  $.089, fixed labor cost per dozen.
2.13 ÷  30 (doz.) =  .071, fixed expense cost per dozen.
Cost of Piece-Work.
The remaining items of cost consist of the prices paid for piece work. 
These vary with the different mills and kinds of goods, but for illustrating 
the method of cost finding we will assume these charges per dozen to be as 
follows for Style A:
Knitting rib top $.005 Boarding .02
Cutting rib top .005 Pressing .01
Topping rib top .07 Mating .02
Transferring .045 Stamping .005
Looping .06 Ticketing .005
Turning   .005 Folding .01 $.305
Mending .03 Box and boxing .05
Turning 2d time .005 Dyeing .06 .11
Turning 3d time .01 Piece work, dyeing and boxing .415
T ota l Cost per Dozen.
A summary of the various items of cost gives the total cost per dozen of 
Style A:
[12]
Style A.
Yarn $.974
Fixed labor .089
Fixed expense .071
Piece work, etc. .415
Total cost per doz. $1.549
We find that the piece-work on Style A is $.305 per dozen. As Styles B 
and C are made on 220 and 240 needle machines, the production will be less 
and a higher price will have to be paid for topping, transferring, looping and 
mending, making the piece-work cost 34 cents for Style B and 38 cents for 
Style C. With the cost of dyeing and boxing added these items amount to 
$.45 for Style B, and $.49 for Style C.
The total cost of Styles B and C are then summarized as follows:
Style B.
$2.69 ÷  26 (doz.) = $.104, fixed labor per doz.
2.13 ÷  26 (doz.) = .082, fixed expense per doz.
Yarn $1.042
Fixed labor .104
Fixed expense .082
Piece work, etc. .450
Total cost per doz. $1.678
Style C.
$ 2 . 6 9  ÷22 (doz.) = $.122, fixed labor per doz.
2.13 ÷  22 (doz.) = .097, fixed expense per doz.
Yarn $1.081
Fixed labor .122
Fixed expense .097
Piece work, etc. .49
Total cost per doz. $1.79
If this method is carefully applied to a mill the result will be the cost 
of each style if the mill has been operated under the conditions on which the 
cost estimate is based. If, however, the cost is estimated on the basis of a 
full production and the actual production has been much less, due to any 
cause whatever, such as shortage of yarn, needles or help, the actual cost 
will be higher than the estimated. In order to find the mill cost of goods in 
advance of their manufacture it is necessary to have some reasonably stable 
basis of production. Selling prices of goods are based on the production of 
the industry and not on that of a particular mill among many. Buyers will 
not pay the prices based on costs in a mill turning out but part of its normal 
production. That being the case, the manufacturer must calculate the cost 
of the product on the basis on which selling prices are fixed, that of normal 
production.
Allowance fo r  Seconds
The result as obtained by the above method is the average cost for the 
entire product of the mill, including “seconds,” as well as “firsts.” In order 
to eliminate the loss on seconds from the selling account, it is a . common 
practice to allow for this loss by adding it to the calculated cost of the 
goods. One method of making this allowance is illustrated as follows:
On a style of hosiery a mill is making 1 dozen seconds selling at $1.10 
per dozen for every 10 dozen of “first” selling at $1.60 per dozen.
$.50 (loss on 1 doz. seconds) -4- 10 (doz. firsts) =  $.05 per dozen.
This amount, $.05 per dozen, is added to the average mill cost as an al­
lowance for the loss on “seconds.” MAIN 19.
[13]
“STRAIGH T L IN E ” COST FIN D IN G  FO R K N IT 
U N D ER W EA R.
The mill cost of knit goods is made up of two principal items, raw ma­
terial and manufacturing. So far as cost is concerned the spun yarn is con­
sidered the raw material even when the yarn is made in the same mill in 
which the goods are knit. This method simplifies the accounts, particularly 
when a knitting mill is spinning part of the yarn it uses and buying the re­
mainder. When a spinning plant is operated in connection with a knitting 
mill, a separate cost system is adopted for the yarn department, and the 
yam is charged to the knitting department. A reasonable profit may or 
may not be added to the mill cost of the yarn, this depending on the judg­
ment of the manufacturer. Adding a profit to the cost of the yarn is the 
best practice, as it places all kinds of yarn, whether bought or spun in the 
mill, on the same basis of value.
Cost o f Yarn.
If a knitting mill is using but one kind of yarn, the cost of the yarn 
per pound, after making a fair allowance for waste, represents the cost of 
the yarn in a pound of knit cloth. There are, however, few, if any, knitting 
mills in which finding the cost of the material presents so simple a problem. 
In many mills every fabric is made of two or more kinds of yarn, differing 
in both size and cost per pound. The same mill may be making a large 
number of fabrics at the same time, no two of which are of the same con­
struction or cost. While in such cases the cost finding problem is more 
complicated, the calculation is by no means difficult.
Take, for illustration, a cloth, A, knit on a circular machine from 4 
ends of 50s merino costing 90 cents per pound, 4 ends of 48s worsted at $1.20 
per pound, and 4 ends of 24s cotton at 40 cents per pound. The problem is 
to find the cost of the yarn in a pound of the knit cloth.
As equal lengths of the three kinds of yarn are used in making the cloth 
it follows that the respective weights of the three kinds of yarn in any given 
length delivered to the knitting machine will be the proportionate weights of 
these three yarns in the knit cloth. It makes no difference on what length 
this calculation is based, whether 1 inch, 1 yard, 1,000 yards, or what not, 
the proportionate weights will be the same. That being the case, a length 
convenient for calculation may be selected. The length most convenient for 
this purpose is that number of hanks which is easily divisible by each of the 
yarn counts after all have been reduced to the same basis. When the yarn 
counts are based on different systems of numbering, it is necessary to reduce 
all to the same basis, preferable the cotton count.
In the above case the 48s worsted is equal to 32s cotton, so that we have 
on the cotton basis of numbering:
4 ends merinos 50s 
4 ends worsted 32s 
4 ends cotton 24s
As there are the same number of ends of each kind of yarn and as 2400 
is a common multiple of the three counts, 60s, 32s and 24s, the calculation is 
based on 2400 cotton hanks of each kind of yarn fed to the knitting machine. 
The proportionate weight of each is then found as follows:
2400 ÷  50 =  48 lbs. 50s merino
2400 ÷  32 =  75 lbs. 48s worsted
2400 ÷  24 =  100 lbs. 24s cotton
233 lbs.
The average cost per pound could be calculated directly from these quan­
tities, but it is a good plan at this stage of the operation to reduce the pro­
portions to percentages, which is accomplished by dividing the number of 
pounds of each kind of yarn by the total, 223, which gives the proportions, 
from which the average cost is readily calculated, on a basis of 100 pounds:
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48 ÷  223 =  21.5 per cent. 
75 ÷  223 =  33.7 per cent. 
100 ÷ 223 =  44.8 per cent.
100 per cent.
21.5 lbs. .90 $19.35
33.7 lbs. 1.20 40.44
44.8 lbs. .40 17.92
100 $77.71
Allowing 2 per cent. for waste of yarn before knitting:
$77.71 ÷  98 =  $.792 average cost of yarn per lb.
The calculation of another fabric, B, made with an unequal number of 
ends of three kinds of yarn will illustrate a somewhat more complicated 
form of the problem. This cloth is knit from four ends of 50s merino at 
60 ends per pound, 2 ends of 48s worsted at $1.20 per pound, and 2 ends of 
24s cotton at 40 cents a pound. For every 1200 yards of each end fed to the 
knitting machine, there are the following lengths of each kind of yarn:
1200 X 4 =  4800 yards, 50s merino 
1200 X 2 =  2400 yards, 48s worsted 
1200 X 2 =  2400 yards, 24s cotton
The proportionate weights are then found, the 48s worsted being reduced 
to 32s, the cotton equivalent:
4800 ÷  50 =  96 lbs. 50s merino 35.4 per cent.
2400 ÷  32 =  75 lbs. 48s worsted 27.7 per cent.
2400 ÷  24 =  100 lbs. 24s cotton 36.9 per cent.
The average cost per pound is then found:
35.4 lbs. .90 $31.86 
27.7 lbs. 1.20 33.24 
36.9 lbs. .40 14.76 
100 lbs. 79.86
Allowing 2 per cent. for waste:
$79.86 -4- .98 =  $81.49
$81.49 ÷  100 =  $ .815, average cost of yarn per lb.
In calculating the production of the knitting machine on a particular 
style of knit cloth for the purpose of finding the cost of manufacturing, it is 
necessary, as will be shown later, to determine the weight in grains of each 
kind of yarn for 120 yards of a single end fed to the needles. The percent­
ages of the various yarns can, if desired, be obtained from these grain 
weights for calculating the average cost per pound. Take for illustration 
the preceding example:
Cotton Cotton Grains per
No. Equivalent. 120 yds. Per cent.
4E 50s merino 50 12½ 80 35.4
2E 48s worsted 32 16 62.5 27.7
2E 24s cotton 24 12 83.3 36.9
Total 225.8 100.
Cost o f M anufacturing .
The cost of manufacturing knit goods per unit of production depends on 
two factors, the total expense and the total production. Dividing the ex­
pense by the number of units in the production gives the average manufac­
turing cost per unit. The first step in cost finding is to determine the pro­
duction of the mill. If all the machinery is running on one class of goods 
the problem is so simple as to call for no explanation, the production being 
found by counting or weighing the goods.
We are not studying the question of cost finding in that simple form, 
but are devising a system for finding the cost of knit goods when a number 
of widely different kinds of goods are being made in the same mill. The 
production and the total expense are still the determining factors, but it is 
necessary to adopt some method by which the expense of manufacturing will 
be apportioned fairly between the different kinds of goods, so as to determine 
what each particular style actually costs. This is accomplished by finding 
the production of each kind of goods from one knitting machine and then 
basing the unit cost for each style on the respective product.
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Factors in Production.
The production of a knitting machine in pounds depends on:
(a) the number of ends;
(b) the speed of the yarn entering the machines;
(c) the size of the yarn;
(d) the amount of time lost during working hours.
The speed of the yarn as it is fed to the machine is readily determined 
by counting the revolutions per minute and measuring the length of one 
thread delivered at each revolution. This length may be found by any con­
venient and accurate method. Measure say 2½ yards (90 inches) of yarn 
from the needles, marking the two yard point with a spot of black grease or 
in any other way. Then turn the machine slowly by hand for one revolu­
tion and measure the distance still remaining between the needles and the 
spot, which we will assume is 12 inches. The difference, 78 in. or 2 1/6 
yards, between the two lengths is the length of yarn knit at each revolution. 
The length per minute is then found by multiplying the length per revolu­
tion by the revolutions per minute. If the machine is running say 44 r. p. 
m., the speed of the yarn per minute will be:
(78 X 44) ÷  36 =  95 1/3 yards per minute.
Calcu lating the  D a ily  Production.
Having found the speed of the yarn [yards per minute] the calculation 
of the production per day in pounds can be best explained by a concrete ex­
ample :
Ex. A circular knitting machine is running 44 r. p. m., with 4 ends of 
50s merino, 4 ends of 30s worsted and 4 ends of 25s cotton, each end enter­
ing at the rate of 78 inches (2 1/6 yards) per revolution of the cylinder. 
Find the production in 10 hours, assuming that the machine is idle for 5 per 
cent. of the time.
The speed of a single end is:
(78 X 44) ÷  36 =  95 1/3 yards per minute.
W eigh t o f Y arn Ente ring  Machine.
The next step is to find the weight of the 12 ends entering the machine. 
To do this the (12) ends are treated as if they were only one end. The cal­
culation is simplified by the fact that the number of grains per 120 yards is 
equal to 1,000 divided by the cotton number. The weight of the yarn deliv­
ered to the machine in 10 hours is then readily calculated from the grains 
per 120 yards and the speed of the yarn. The operations are as follows:
(a) The yarn sizes are first reduced to the cotton basis.
(b) The ends of each size are reduced to the cotton equivalent.
(c) The cotton equivalents are converted to grains per 120 yards.
(d) The grains per 120 yards for the different yarns are added to­
gether, the total being the total weight of yarn delivered to the machine for 
every 120 yards of a single end.
These results (a, b, c, and d) are as follows:
Cotton
No.
Cotton
Equivalent.
Grains per 
120 yds.
4 E 50s merino ............... ................  50 12½ 80
4 E 30s worsted .............. ................  20 5 200
4 E 25s cotton .............. . ................  25 6¼ 160
Total 440
We have already found that each end is fed into the machine at the rate 
of 95 1/3 yards per minute. As the 12 ends treated as one end weigh 440 
grains per 120 yards, the productions in pounds per 10 hours (600 minutes) 
is easily found as follows:
95 1/3 X 600 =  57,200 yards per 10 hours.
(57,200 X 440) ÷  (7,000 X 120) =29.9 lbs. cloth per 10 hours.
Less 5 per cent. for lost time 1.5
Net production 28.4 lbs. per 10 hours.
The operations are given in detail in order to make them understood. In 
practice, however, the calculation can be shortened by reducing the formula 
to the following:
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(Yds. per min. X grains per 120 yds.) ÷  1400 =  lbs. per 10 hours. Thus: 
(95 1/3 X 440) ÷  1400 =  29.9 lbs. per 10 hours.
Less 5 per cent 1.5 lbs.
Net production............ 28.4 lbs. per 10 hours.
We will now take for illustration a knitting room in which the pay-roll 
amounts to $24 per day for 60 machines running on eight different styles as 
follows:
Each End
Style. per Rev. R.P.M.
1 4 E 50s m erino.... 78 in. 44 
4 E 30s worsted... .
4 E 25s cotton.......
2 8 E 15s cotton.......  86 54
3 4 E 18s merino. .. .145 48
4 E 20s cotton.......
4 E 100s cotton__
4 4 E 40s m erino.... 94 57
4 E 36s cotton.......
4 E 20s cotton.......
Each End
Style per Rev. R.P.M.
5 4 E 75s worsted,... 79 55
4 E 30s cotton.......
6 4 E 30s merino___111 48
4 E 30s worsted....
4 E 20s cotton.......
7 4 E 30s worsted.. . .  80 55
4 E 18s cotton.......
8 4 E 40s cotton....... 112 5 7
4 E 30s worsted__
4 E 60s cotton.......
The production per 10 hours is then calculated for each style of cloth as 
follows:
Already calculated at 28.4 lbs. per 10 hours.No. 1: 
N o .  2:
No. 3
N o .  5 :
No. 6:
(86 x  54) ÷  36 =129 yds. per min.
15 ÷ 8 =  1⅞ cotton No.
1000 ÷  1 ⅞ =533 1/3 grains per 120 yds.
(129 x  533 1/3) ÷  1400 =  49.1 lbs.
Less 5 per cent.. 2.5 lbs.
Net production ..46.6 lbs. per 10 hours.
(145 x  48) ÷  36 =  193 1/3 yards. per min.
4 E 18s 4½ 222 grains
4 E 20s 5 200 grains
4 E 100s 25 40 grains
Total ......... .462 grains
(193 1/3 X 462) ÷  1400 =  63.8 lbs.
Less 5 per cent... .. . 3.2 lbs.
Net production ..60.6 lbs. per 10 hours.
No. 4: (94 X 57) ÷  36 =  149 yds. per min.
4 E 40s 10 100 grains
4 E 36s 9 111 grains
  4 E 20s 5 200 grains
Total . . . . 411
(149 X 411) ÷ 1400 =  43.8 lbs.
Less 5 per cent.. 2.2 lbs.
Net production ..41.6 lbs. per 10 hours.
(79 X 55) ÷  36 =  120.7 yds. per min.
4 E 75s worsted 50s 12& 80 grains 
4 E 30s cotton 30s 7½ 133 1/3 grains
Total...........................213 1/3 grains
(120.7 X 213 1/3) ÷  1400 =  18.4 lbs.
Less 5 per cent................. 9 lbs.
Net production ....... 17.5 lbs. per 10 hours.
(111 X 48) -4- 36 =  148 yds. per min.
4 E 30s cotton 30s 7½ 133 1/3
4 E 30s worsted 20s 5 200
4 E 20s cotton 20s 5 200
Total............................ 533 1/3
(148 X 533 1/3) ÷  1400 =  56.4 lbs. 
Less 5 per cent..........  2.8 lbs.
Net production ....53.6 lbs.
grains
grains
grains
grains
p e r  1 0  h o u r s .
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No. 7: (89 x  55) ÷  36 =  136 yds. per min.
4 E 30s worsted 20s 5 200 grains
4 E 18s cotton 18s 4½ 222 grains 
T o ta l....................... .422 grains
(136 X 422) ÷  1400 =  41 lbs.
Less 5 per cent.. 2 lbs.
Net production 39 lbs. per 10 hours.
No. 8: (112 x  57) ÷  36 =  177 yds. per min.
4 E 40s cotton 40s 10s 100 grains
4 E 50s worsted 20s 5s 200 grains
4 E 60s cotton 60s 15s 66 2/3 grains
Total............................366 2/3 grains
(177 X 366 2/3) ÷  1400 =  46.3 lbs.
Less 5 per cent.........  2.3 lbs.
Net production__ 44 lbs. per 10 hours.
The payroll for the knitting room amounts to $24 per day or an average 
of $.40 for each of the 60 knitting machines. The average cost of labor per 
unit of production in the knitting department for each style is then readily 
found by dividing $.40 by the respective daily production. Thus for Style 
No. 1:
$.40 ÷  28.4 =  $.0141, knitting room payroll per pound.
Production and Cost of Manufacturing.
The following table gives the daily production and the average cost of 
labor in the knitting department for each style:
No. 1
Lbs. 
per day. 
28.4
Pay roll 
per lb. 
$.0141 No. 5
Lbs. 
per day. 
17.5
Pay roll 
per lb. 
$.0228
2 46.6 .0086 6 55.6 .0074
3 60.6 .0066 7 39 .0102
4 41.6 .0096 8 44 .0091
The cost decreases as the production increases, the cost being highest, 
$.0228 per pound, for Style 5, which yields the smallest production, 17½ lbs. 
per day, and lowest, $.0066 for Style 3, which yields the largest production, 
60.6 lbs. per day.
This calculation shows what the knitting labor cost of each style would be 
if the 60 machines were all running on the one style. For example, if the 
60 machines were running on Style 1, the total production would be (28.4 X 
60) 1704 lbs. per day, and the average knitting labor cost would be ($24 
1704) $.0141 per pound.
It will be readily understood that if all the machines were running on 
one style the total knitting room payroll would probably vary from the 
amount for the mixed room, being greater on some classes of goods and less 
on others. This fact, however, does not affect the soundness of the above 
method of apportioning the cost when two or more styles are made in the 
same room.
It should also be borne in mind that the cost thus found is based upon a 
full production from each machine. If the machines are idle for any cause, 
such as waiting for help, yarn or repairs, the manufacturing cost per pound 
will be higher by reason of the decrease in production. In such a case the 
manufacturer should not blame the method of cost-finding but should either 
keep the machines running or base his estimate of cost on less than a full 
production.
Calculating the Fixed Charges.
Calculating the fixed charges per unit of production is based on the same 
principle as that adopted for finding the cost of knitting per unit, which has 
already been explained. The production of the knitting machines is ac­
cepted as the production of the mill, it being assumed that the preparatory 
processes will keep the knitting machines supplied with yam and that the
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finishing departments will handle all of the knit cloth turned off by the knit­
ting machines.
Having adopted this principle of cost-finding the next step is to classify 
all the remaining items of cost into three groups:
1. Work which is done by the piece.
2. Labor and supplies which should be separately calculated per unit of 
production because they are not involved in the production of all kinds of 
goods. For example, bleaching comes under this head, because some styles 
of underwear may require bleaching, while other styles are finished un­
bleached.
3. Fixed charges. Under this head are included all charges that are 
substantially permanent and which must be borne by the business regardless 
of what particular kind of goods are being manufactured. For example, 
taxes must be paid no matter what goods are manufactured in the mill, and 
accordingly taxes are a fixed charge. For the same reason, the costs of in­
surance, power, heating, lighting, repairs, watchman, office and superintend­
ing are included in the fixed charge of the mill. Under this head are also 
included the wages of overseers and other employees paid by the day in de­
partments where the work is nearly all paid for by the piece.
No unvarying rules can be laid down for classifying fixed charges. Where 
there is doubt as to whether an item should be considered a fixed charge or 
placed under a head for separate calculation per unit of production, the ques­
tion must be settled more or less arbitrarily in accordance with the judg­
ment of the manufacturer.
M ill S ta tis tics  o f Cost and Production.
Having classified the expenses of manufacturing under these three heads, 
it is necessary to determine what the charges classified as “fixed” amount 
to. This is done by keeping a systematic record of such charges and basing 
the cost estimate on the average.
The best way to keep this record is in the form of monthly statements, 
which serve a double purpose. They show the total fixed expenses for any 
desired period and they keep the manager of the mill informed as to the 
amount of these expenses from month to month. To obtain a reliable aver­
age for cost-finding purposes it is necessary to take the charges for a period 
long enough to include every kind of expense, say one year, as some of the 
charges, such as taxes and insurance, are entered only once a year.
Let us assume that these reports of fixed charges have been made for a 
year or more in the underwear mill and that a summary of them for the 
twelve months gives the following results:
Labor:    Expense:
Drying Room ........ .......  $780.00 Depreciation .......... ....... $5,479.00
Watchman .............. .......  730.00 Carting ................... .......  520.00
Boiler H ouse........... ......  936.00 Fuel ........................ .......  1,248.00
Superintendent . . . . .......  2,000.00 Power .................... ......... 1,560.00
Office ...................... .......  2,482.00 Taxes ..................... ......... 1,092.00
Forewoman ............ .......  780.00 Water Tax ............. ......... 312.00
Shipping R oom ---- .......  1,810.00 Insurance ............... ......... 364.00
Yard Man .............. .......  624.00 Freight ............................ 764.00
Miscellaneous ......... .......  528.00 Needles .................. ........  364.00
$10,680.00 Miscellaneous ....... ........  1,311.00
$13,014.00
Total Fixed Charges .................................................................... $23,694.00
Fixed Charges Per U n it.
From the total thus obtained the fixed charges per pound of knit cloth, 
which is the unit of production, are determined by the same method used 
for calculating the cost of knitting per pound. The fixed charges per day for 
each knitting machine are first calculated:
Labor:
$10,680 ÷  300 (days in one year) =  $35.60 per day for 60 machines.
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$35.60 ÷  60 =  $.593 per day for each machine.
Expense:
$13,014 ÷  300 (days in one year) =  $43.38 per day for 60 machines. 
$43.38 ÷  60 =  $.723 per days for each machine.
Fixed charges per day for each knitting machine:
Labor ................................................................ $.593
Expense .................................................................. 723
Total ...........................................................  $1.316
Having found the amount of the fixed charges per day for each machine
the rate per unit of production on any particular cloth is found by dividing 
the charges per day for one machine by the number of pounds of the re­
spective style knit by one machine per day.
Take for illustration Style 1, on which the daily production per machine 
is 28.4 lbs.:
Style 1. Fixed Charges:
Labor $.593 ÷  28.4 =  $.0209 per lb.
Expense .723 ÷  28.4 =  .0254 per lb.
Total fixed charges .0463 per lb.
In like manner the fixed charges per unit of production are calculated 
for each style, following being the results for the eight fabrics:
Lbs. Labor Expense Total
Style per day per lb. per lb. per lb.
No. 1 28.4 .0209 .0254 .0463
2 46.6 .0127 .0155 .0282
3 60.6 .0098 .0119 .0217
4 41.6 .0142 .0174 .0316
5 17.5 .0339 .0413 .0752
6 55.6 .0106 .013 .0236
7 39 .0152 .0185 .0337
8 44 .0135 .0164 .0927
It having been assumed that these charges are “fixed,” that is, of the
same amount per year regardless of variations in the production of the 
mill, it follows that the rate per unit of production will be in inverse propor­
tion to the production itself, increasing as the production decreases, and 
decreasing as the production increases.
This result is illustrated by the production and cost of the eight styles, 
1 to 8, given above. Style No. 3, on which a machine gives the largest pro­
duction, 60.6 lbs. per day, shows the lowest cost per pound for fixed charges, 
$.0098 for labor and $.0119 for expense, a total of $.0217, while Style No. 5, 
on which there is the smallest production, 17.5 lbs. per day, shows the high­
est cost per pound for fixed charges, $.0339 for labor and $.0413 for expense, 
a total of $.0752.
The fixed charges thus found for each style represent what the charges 
per pound would be if the entire mill were running on the respective style 
with the annual “fixed” charges unchanged. As this important feature of 
the system should be clearly understood, we will give a somewhat detailed 
illustration of it.
Let us assume that during the year there were 20 machines running 
steadily on Style 1, and 40 machines on Style 3. The production would then 
be as follows:
Style 1. 28.4 x  20 =  568 lbs. per day.
568 X 300 =  170,400 lbs. per year.
Style 3. 60.6 X 40 =  2424 lbs. per day.
2424 x  300 =  727,200 lbs. per year.
It has already been found that the fixed charges amounted to $.0463 per 
lb. for No. 1, and $.0217 per lb. for No. 3. Calculating the annual fixed 
charges at these rates on the production of the two styles, we have:
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Style 1. 170,400 lbs. .0463 $7,889.52
Style 3. 727,200 lbs. .0217 15,780.24 
$23,669.76
The annual fixed charges of the mill amounted to $23,694. Thus the 
actual production of the two styles when extended at the calculated rates 
per pound give an amount equal to the actual fixed charges for the year, 
demonstrating the accuracy of the rate per pound for each of the two styles.
An equally exact agreement between the calculated fixed charges per 
pound for the different styles and the actual fixed charges of the mill will be 
obtained by this “straight line” system of calculating cost, regardless of the 
number of styles made in one mill or the number of machines run on each 
style from day to day.
One point should be borne in mind in connection with this system of 
cost finding. It is necessarily based on the assumption that the machines 
are operated at full capacity, and that the amounts taken for the annual 
fixed charges are correct.
If for any reason the mill is forced to incur extraordinary expenses in 
the nature of general charges in any one year, or if such charges are ma­
terially less than the amount on which the calculated averages per pound 
are based, the actual averages per pound will be more or less than the calcu­
lated amounts.
Moreover, if the mill is not run to full capacity or if the actual produc­
tion is larger than the amount on which the calculated averages are based, 
then the actual averages per pound will necessarily be more or less than the 
calculated amounts
Such variations, however, do not affect the accuracy or value of the 
“straight line” system of cost finding.
Cost per Dozen.
Having explained the method of finding the cost of material, the produc­
tion for each style of goods and the fixed charges per pound of knit cloth, 
we come now to the calculation of the total cost of underwear per dozen 
suits. Some mills may carry on one or more processes, such as bleaching or 
dyeing, for which the cost must be calculated separately. This is done by 
keeping a monthly record of the production and the cost of labor and sup­
plies, for example, in a bleaching room, for, say six months or a year. From 
this record the average cost per unit of production is found, and this average 
is used in calculating the cost per dozen, as will be explained later.
In most knitting mills, however, the goods are bleached and dyed in out­
side establishments at a fixed price. In such cases the cost of bleaching or 
dyeing is known for each style without the necessity of keeping a monthly 
statistical record.
We will assume that in the mill taken for illustration the goods are 
bleached by contract at a fixed price per pound. It is also assumed that the 
goods are made in the 60-machine mill used for illustrating the previous 
articles and with the fixed charges as already given.
Fixed charges per day for each knitting machine:
Labor $.593
Expense .723
Total fixed charges 1.316
We now have to calculate the total cost of each style per dozen, and will 
explain the method by an estimate of Style 329, a ladies’ two-piece suit, 
weighing 7 pounds per dozen suits and made of knit fabric No. 3, as follows:
4 Ends 18s 32 cents per lb.
4 Ends 20s 41 cents per lb.
4 Ends 100s 85 cents per lb.
Machine, 48 revolutions per minute, 145 inches of each end of yarn per revo­
lution.
To shorten the operation we will calculate the average cost of the yarn 
from the grain weights per 120 yards of the different kinds of yarn in the 
cloth.
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The average cost of the yarn per pound can he calculated directly from 
the grain weights, treating the grains as pounds, but the reduction to per­
centages is the better practice, as it shows the percentages of each kind of 
yam in each fabric, enabling a comparison to be made between different fab­
rics. Then the average cost is found from the percentages and yarn prices
per pound. Thus for Style 329:
4 E 18s 4½s 222 gr. 48 per cent.
4 E 20s 5 s 200 gr. 43.3 per cent.
4 E 100s 25 s 40 gr. 8.7 per cent.
Total per 120 yards 462 gr. 100 per cent.
48 lbs. .32 $15.36
43.3 lbs. .41 17.75
8.7 lbs. .85 7.39
100 lbs. 40.50
$40.50 ÷  100 =  .405, cost of yarn per pound.
The cost of yarn per dozen suits of Style 329 is now found as follows: 
Two piece suits, finished, 7 lbs. per doz.
Waste (found by actual test) 1.1 lbs.
Yarn per doz. suits 8.1 lbs.
8.1 lbs. $.405 $3.28, cost of yarn per doz. suits.  
The next step is to find the production of the knitting machines when 
running on this particular style. This is done by the method already ex­
plained, and which it may be well to explain briefly again. First, the speed 
of the yarn in yards per minute is found.
(145 X 48) ÷  36 =  193 1/3 yards per minute.
Next, the production in pounds per 10 hours is calculated:
(193 1/3 X 462) ÷  1400 =  63.8 lbs.
Less 5% for lost time 3.2 lbs.
Net production per 10 hours, 60.6 lbs.
The fixed charges per pound for Style 329 are then found:
Labor $.593 ÷  60.6 =  .0098 per lb.
Expense .723 ÷  60.6 = . 0119 per lb.
Total fixed charges, .0217
We now come to the calculation of the piece work and trimmings. These 
values are taken from the prices paid in the mill in which the goods are 
made. The prices given in the following statement are not to be taken as 
the actual costs in any mill. They are used here simply to illustrate the 
“straight line” system of cost finding.
Piece work costs per dozen suits: Trimmings:
Cutting .015 Buttons .01
Seaming .02 Lace .015
Gussets .015 Silk .005
Cover seaming .01 Facing .01
Button stay .02 Thread .005
Cuttings necks .015 Trimmings per doz. suits .045
Sewing lace .015 A summary of the results of the
Button holes .007 calculations gives the mill cost per
Button sewing .01 dozen suits.
Cutting sides .015 Yarn $3.28
Crochet .01 Fixed charges .022
Merrow shell .015 Piece work .227
Finishing .02 Trimmings .045
Steaming .015 Cost per doz. suits $3.574
Inspection .005
Boxing and Folding .01
Bleaching .01
Piece work per doz. suits .227
The result of the calculations represents the cost of this particular style, 
329, when manufactured under the assumed conditions. The cost for other, 
styles is found by the same process, the difference in the result being due to 
the variation in construction and production, cost of yarn, production of 
knitting machines and in the finish and weight of the garment MAIN 19. 
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Books for the Textile Industries
Any of these books sent postpaid on receipt of price  
Address TEXTILES, 7 9  Milk St., Boston, Mass.
GENERAL SUBJECTS
Color in Woven 
Design
B y  Roberts Beaum ont. Col­
or com bination is one of the 
essentials of textile design. 
This book gives the design­
er an account of both the 
theory and practice of com­
bining colors in woven fa b ­
rics. Covers m ixes, novelty 
yarns and fancy fabrics. 
Should be in the possession 
of every one interested in 
the designing of fancy wov­
en goods. 375 pages, 4¾ x7¼  ; 
250 designs and diagram s; 
34 colored plates; cloth. 
Price ...................................... $6.00
Handbook of Weaves
B y  G . H . O elsn er a n d  S a m ­
u e l S . D a le . The m ost com­
plete collection of weave 
drafts for harness looms ev­
er published. Translated and 
revised by Samuel S. Dale. 
Describes and illustrates all 
the different kinds of weaves 
fo r single, double and three 
or more ply fabrics on har­
ness looms. System atically 
arranged. The descriptive 
m atter is clear and complete. 
A  work that meets the needs 
of everyone interested in 
w eaving, whether as a m an­
ufacturer, designer, weaver, 
styler, converter or student. 
A  supplement gives an ex­
planation of the “ straight 
line” method of analyzing a 
fabric th at is to be duplicat­
ed. 402 pages, 6x9¾ ; 1876 
excellent illu stratio n s; cloth. 
Price ...................................... $4.50
Analysis of Woven 
Fabrics
B y  A . F .  B a r k e r a n d  E .  
M idgely. Treats of raw m a ­
terials, yarns, cloth con­
struction and the effects ob­
tained by dyeing and finish­
in g woven fabrics. E xplains 
the method of estim ating 
the cost of cloths and in ­
cludes a glossary of textile 
terms. The importance of 
cloth analysis is recognized 
by every successful textile 
m anufacturer. I t  enables a 
m anufacturer to determine 
what is being done in com­
peting m ills. 300 pages; 83 
illu stratio n s; cloth.
Price .......................................... $3.00
Textile Fibres
B y  J .  M e r r itt  M a tth e w s.
A  valuable com pilation of the 
literature of textile fibers. 
Covers the ground thorough­
ly. T h is is a book for all 
interested in textiles, inclu d ­
ing m ill m anagers, over­
seers, designers, merchants 
and students. 600 pages, 5½ 
x9; 140 illu stratio n s; cloth. 
Price ...................................... $4.00
Textile Fibres of 
Commerce
B y  W illia m  I .  H a n n a n . A
handbook of the d istrib u­
tion, preparation and uses 
of anim al, vegetable and 
mineral fibres used in cot­
ton, woolen, paper, silk, 
brush and hat m anufac­
tures. A  reliable work for 
all interested in the textile 
industry. 236 p ages; 149 
illustratio n s; c loth.
Price .........................................$3.50
Advanced Textile
Design
B y  W . W atson. Treats of 
compound and special fa b ­
rics made of two or more 
sets of threads in warp or 
filling or both. Covers lap­
pet and swivel weaving, pile 
fabrics, Turkish  tow eling, 
extra warp and weft figur­
ing. jaquard, gauze and leno 
cloths, dam asks, tapestry 
and carpets. A  continuation 
of “ Textile Design and C ol­
or” by the same author. 449 
pages; 461 illustrations em­
bodying 2000 designs.
Price ......................................... $4.50
Air Conditioning
B y  G . B . W ilson. Treats 
of air m oistening, ventilation 
and cooling. Specially adapt­
ed to conditions in Am eri­
can m ills. Gives in conven­
ient form  much useful in fo r­
mation on this im portant 
subject. 138 pages; illu s­
trated; cloth.
Price ..........................  $1.50
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Science of Knitting
B y  E r n e s t  T o m p k in s. A
valuable handbook for kn it­
tin g  m ill men. Gives in con­
venient form much useful in ­
form ation on kn itting. The 
lack of books on k n ittin g  in ­
creases the value of this 
work, which is written by 
one who is thoroughly post­
ed on the subjects he dis­
cusses. 330 pages, 4x6¾ ; 
140 illustrations and tables; 
leather.
Price ...................................... $3.00
Power Transmission 
by Leather 
Belting
B y  R o b e r t T . K e n t . P re ­
sents in concise form  the 
methods of designing belt 
drives in accordance with 
modern practice. Contains 
tables and inform ation fa ­
cilitatin g the solution of 
any problem in belt driving 
that may arise w ithin the 
lim its of ordinary practice. 
122 pages, 5¼ x8; 31 illus­
trations; cloth.
Price .....................................  $1.25
Jacquard Mechan­
ism and Harness 
Mounting
B y  F r e d  B r a d b u r y . A  com­
plete handbook dealing with 
the construction and opera­
tion of the jacquard loom. 
A  book for the overseer, de­
signer and loom fixer. Goes 
into the subject thoroughly. 
347 pages, 5x8¼ ; 356 illu s­
trations; cloth.
Price .................................  $4.00
Materials used in 
Sizing
B y  W . F .  A . E r m e n . A
revised edition of a course 
of lectures before the M an­
chester (Eng.) School of 
Technology. Is  filled with 
useful inform ation on the 
very im portant subject of 
sizing. 126 pages; illu strat­
ed; cloth.
Price ...................................... $2.00
Jacquard Weaving 
and Designing
B y  T . F .  B e ll. A  clear ex­
planation of the jacquard 
mechanism and process of 
weaving, written by a man 
versed in both the practice 
and theory. Covers the sub­
ject from the sim plest pat­
terns to the more com plicat­
ed designs, including lappet 
and swivel w eaving. 300 
p ages; 199 illustratio n s; 
cloth.
Price ...................................... $4.00
Jute and Linen 
Weaving
B y  T h o m a s W o o d h o u se  
an d  T h o m a s M iln e . T hor­
oughly practical work on 
the mechanics of ju te and 
linen weaving. Adapted for 
overseers of weaving, loom 
fixers and students. Covers 
reeling, bundling, warp and 
weft, w inding, w arping, 
beam ing and dressing, draw ­
ing-in . reeding, shedding, 
tappet setting, shedding mo­
tions, jacquard weaving, 
picking, beating up, let-off 
and take-up motions, box- 
motions, stop-m otions, tem ­
ples, T urkish and terry 
towel motions, autom atic 
filling motions, selvage mo­
tions. 582 pages, 4½  x 7. 
305 illustrations.
P rice ........................................ $4.25
Jute Spinning
B y  W m . L e g g e t t . A thor­
oughly practical handbook 
of jute spinning from fibre 
to yarn. W ritten by a jute 
m ill  manager of long exper­
ience. A ll the operations 
and machines are clearly 
described and illustrated. 
Tables for speeds, drafts, 
production, waste, etc. In ­
tended for those who want 
to learn the jute business. 
the volume is also of value 
to experienced men. 284 
pages, 7¼ x10; illustratio ns; 
cloth.
Price ...................................... $4.00
Spinning and Twist­
ing Long Vegetable
Fibers
B y  H .  R . C a r te r . A  very 
complete account of the m a­
chinery and processes for 
preparing, spinning and 
tw isting flax, hemp, jute, 
ramie and other long fibers, 
including the manufacture 
of thread, twine and rope. 
360 pages; 161 illustrations 
and 10 plates; cloth.
  Price .....................................  $5.00
Preliminary Opera­
tions of Weaving
B y  H .  Nisbet. A very com­
plete work on an im portant 
subject, the preparation of 
yarn for the loom, which is 
treated under the follow ing 
heads: varieties of yarns, 
knots and knot ty in g , beam 
w arping, slashing, draw ing- 
in, tw isting-in  and ty in g-in . 
A valuable book for m an­
ager and overseer, as warps 
well prepared for the loom 
are h alf woven. 380 pages, 
5x8½ , 200 illustrations. 
Price ...................................... $2.50
Mechanism of 
Weaving
B y  T . W . F o x . W eaving 
overseers, loom fixers and 
students will find in this 
book the practical inform a­
tion they need regarding the 
construction and operation 
of looms. The contents are 
arranged under the follow ­
ing heads: power loom,
heddles, shedding, over and 
under motions, jacquard 
shedding, figuring harness, 
card cutting, lappets pick­
ing, pickers, straps and b u f­
fers. fast and loose reeds, 
shuttle guards, box motions, 
swivel weaving, the reed, 
beating-up, terry motions, 
warp and filling stop mo­
tions, warp let-off motions, 
take-up motions, temples, 
selvage motions, loom ad­
justm ents, weaving sheds. 
Fou rth edition. 588 pages, 
4½ x7; 282 illustrations. 
Price ......................................  $3.25
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Textiles
B y  P a u l  H . Nystrom . Gives 
an account of textile m ater­
ials and the processes of 
m anufacturing, including 
sources of raw m aterials, 
methods of distribution, 
tests for quality and con­
struction, etc. W ritten for 
merchants handling textile 
products, schools and con­
sumers of textiles generally. 
An unusually reliable work 
which w ill be found not 
only useful to those for 
whom it is specially written, 
but a valuable addition to 
the m ill m an’ s lib ra ry . 335 
pages, 5x7½ ; illustrated; 
cloth.
Price .....................................  $1.75
Textile Design
B y  F e n w ic k  U m p le b y . A
very instructive work, cov­
ering plain, double and 
three-ply cloths, pile fabrics 
land jacquard designs. In ­
cludes a chapter on cost 
finding for a cotton m ill. 
350 p a g e s; 400 designs and 
illu stratio n s; h alf leather. 
Price ........................................  $2 00
Textile Mechanics
B y  W . S T a g g a r t . E x ­
plains in plain language 
and with the aid of excellent 
illustrations the mechanics 
of the various processes of 
the textile industry. It  is 
intended as a prelim inary 
course for students and is 
excellent handbook for 
m ill men, including m anag­
ers, superintendents, over­
seers and mechanics. 117 
pages, 5x8¼ ;  162 illu stra­
tio n s; cloth.
Price ...................................... $1.25
Method of Deter­
mining Costs
B y  H .  W . N ic h o ls . E x ­
plains clearly a cost system 
for a cotton m ill. Illu s­
trated by an application of 
the method to a m ill run­
ning on different styles of 
goods. 115 pages; cloth. 
Price ...................................... $3.00
Sizing Yarn
B y  H . N is b e t . A  reliable 
book on a subject concern­
ing which there is great 
need of inform ation among 
m ill men. Proper sizing of 
yarn means increased pro­
duction, reduced cost, im ­
proved quality of goods and 
ab ility  to get the best re­
sults from the lowest grade 
of cotton. Covers sizing in ­
gredients, size m ixing and 
boiling, recipes and useful 
form ulas. 71 pages, 4½ x 7 ; 
illustrated.
P rice  .......................................  $1.50
Textile Design
B y  T h o m a s W o o d h o u se  
an d  T h o m a s M iln e . A  very 
complete treatise on textile 
design. Nearly every im ­
portant type o f textile fabric 
is described and illustrated. 
Covers single, double, three 
and more ply cloths, dam ­
asks, pile fabrics, carpets, 
Turkish tow elings, lenos, 
lappet and swivel fabrics. 
509 pages, 4% x7; 307 illu s­
trations em bodying over 
1100 designs; cloth.
Price ........................................  $3.50
Soaps an d  O ils
B y  G . I I .  H u r s t  an d  W . H  
S im m o n s. The textile m an­
ufacturer finds in this book 
the inform ation he needs 
about soaps and oils. Treats 
of the preparation, qualities 
and analysis of these m a­
terials. New edition care­
fu lly  revised and enlarged. 
188 pages; 11 illustratio n s; 
cloth.
Price .....................................  $3.00
Silk Throwing and
Waste Silk Spin­
ning
B y  H . S a y n e r . Gives an 
account o f silk throw ing 
and the m anufacture of yarn 
from waste silk. A  useful 
book for the m ill manager, 
overseer, student or user of 
silk yarn. 158 p a g e s; 117 
illustratio n s; cloth.
Price ...................................... $2.50
Design and Color
B y  W . W a ts o n  Deals with 
textile design and color as 
related to single fabrics. 
Covers in great detail weave 
construction, color effects, 
weave and color com bina­
tions, tlie jacquard machine 
and jacquard fabrics. A 
handbook for the weaver, 
designer and student. An 
introduction to ’’Advanced 
Textile D esign” by the same 
author. 349 pages, 4¾¼x 7 ¼ ; 
413 Illu stra tio n s; cloth. 
Price ........................................  $2.60
Ramie (Rhea),
B y  H . A . C a r te r . Gives 
much valuable inform ation 
on the ramie fiber and its 
manufacture into goods. 
W ritten for the m anufactur­
er. merchant and planter. 
140 pages; illustrated.
Price ...................................... $2.00
B y  M a r y  S . W o o lm a n  an d  
E lle n  B . M cG o w a n - W ritten 
for the-general student and 
consumer. Treats of the m a­
terials and processes of m an­
ufacturing, laundering of 
textile fabrics, hygiene of 
clothing and economy in 
purchasing and wearing 
clothes, including budgets 
for persons in different oc­
cupations and stations. 415 
pages, 4½ x7½ ; 136 illu stra­
tions; cloth.
Price ...................................... $2.00
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COTTON M ANU FA CTU RING
Cotton Spinning 
Calculations
B y  Ja m e s  W in te rb o tto m .
Cotton carders, spinners and 
m ill managers will find this 
a very useful reference 
book. I t  explains and i l­
lustrates the calculations 
for the different machines 
and processes from cotton 
m ixing to doubling, under 
the follow ing h ead s: m ix­
in g , opening and scutch­
in g , carding, com bing, 
draw ing, fly-fram es, spin­
ning, doubling, tw ist, pow­
er and power transm ission. 
There is also a short chap­
ter on yarn costs. 249 
pages, 5¾ x  8¾ ; 48 illu s­
tration s; cloth.
P rice ...................................... $3.00
Carding and Spin­
ning
B y  G . F . Iv ey . Specially 
adapted for m ill men. Gives 
much useful inform ation on 
the m achinery and processes 
of cotton carding and spin­
ning, including settings, 
drafts, speeds, tw ists, etc 
220 pages; cloth.
Price ...................................... $1.00
Cotton Spinning
By W. S Taggart. Deals 
thoroughly with the ma­
chinery, processes and cal­
culations of cotton spinning 
from raw cotton to yarn. 
Vol. 1 covers the prepara­
tory and carding processes; 
114 illustrations; 216 pages; 
price $1.25. Vol. 2 treats of 
drawing, combing and fly- 
frames; 84 illustrations; 200 
pages; cloth; price $1.25. 
Vol. 3 covers ring and mule 
spinning, doubling, air 
moistening, etc.; 435 pages, 
4¾ x 7; 86 illustrations; 
cloth.
Price, 3 vols. complete, $5.80
Cotton Spinning 
Calculations
B y  W in  H .  C o o k . Gives 
clear explanations of the 
calculations for the m achin­
ery and processes of cotton 
m ixing, carding, draw ing, 
spinning, tw isting and pul­
ley speeds. Includes the 
layout of sizes, drafts and 
production for a 60,000 
spindle yarn m ill. Ju s t  the 
book for the m ill man. 91 
pages 4¾ x  7; illustrated. 
Price ........................................  $1.00
Cotton Doubling 
and Twisting
B y  Sam  W a k e fie ld . A
complete account of cotton 
doubling and tw isting, a 
subject on which little has 
been published. The work 
consists of four volumes, the 
contents being divided into 
eight sections. Sold separ­
ately in paper covers. 1. 
Y arn testing, price $1.20. 2. 
Doubler w inding, $1 20. 3.
R in g  and flyer tw isting. 
$2.40. 4. Twiner tw isting,
$2.40. 5. Clearing and gass­
in g, $2.00. 6. P reparing,
reeling and bundling, $1.20. 
7. Threads and their m anu­
facture, $2.50. 8. Costs,
waste and organization, 
$1.20. Deals w ith the sub­
jects in complete detail. 
Freely illu strated; cloth. 
Price, 4 vols. complete $12.00
Cotton Year Book
B y  M arsden & Co. A
very complete collection of 
inform ation regarding the 
cotton industry, covering 
raw m aterial, machinery 
and processes of m anufac­
tu rin g, costing yarn and 
cloth , ventilation, air 
m oistening and power. 
Compiled for the E n glish  
trade, it is likewise a valu­
able reference book for the 
Am erican cotton trade. 659 
pages, 4 x 6 ;  illustrated. 
Price ...................................... $1.50
Cotton Spinning
B y  C . C . H e d r ic k - E x ­
plains clearly the various 
processes in the m anufac­
ture of cotton yarn, includ­
ing opening, picking, card­
ing, com bing, draw ing and 
spinning, w ith a section on 
spinning calculations. Many 
excellent illustrations. 300 
pages; 240 illu strato n s; h alf 
leather.
Price, 3 vols......................... $6.00
Cotton Weaver’s 
Handbook
B y  H . B . H eylin . Treats 
of the mechanics o ' weav­
ing, designing and the con­
struction of fabrics under 
the follow ing h ead s: weav­
in g, designing, weaves, 
power loom, cloth analysis, 
cost finding, yarns, yarn 
testing, reed and heddle 
calculations, labor units, 
im perfections, warp sizing, 
temperature and hum idity,
weaving m achinery. 318 
pages, 5 x 7½  ; 358 illu stra­
tions.
Price ...................................... $2.50
Cotton Weaving and 
Design
B y  J o h n  T . T a y lo r .
Treats of the loom, cloth 
and weave construction, 
textile calculations and 
preparation of warps for 
the looms. There are chap­
ters on jacquard, lappet and 
leno w eaving. A very use­
fu l handbook of weaving 
for m ill men and students. 
345 pages; 407 illu stra ­
tions ; cloth.
P rice ........................................  $2.60
Costs in Cotton Spin­
ning Mills
B y  A . H  H a r d m a n . D e­
scribes a complete system 
of cotton yarn costing 
based on the methods prac­
ticed in E n glish  spinning 
m ills. The author, who is 
an expert accountant f a ­
m iliar with E n glish  m eth­
ods, has made his method 
conform, not only to the 
sound principles of keep­
ing accounts, but also to 
the practical problems and 
conditions of m ill work. A  
book for the m ill manager, 
treasurer, accountant and 
student. 115 pages, 4½ x 7 ;  
illustrated.
Price ..........................  $2.00
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Leombxing and 
Weaving
B y  G eorge F . Ivey. A prac­
tical handbook of cotton 
warp preparation, weaving 
and loom fixing. A book for 
the overseer of weaving, loom 
fixer and learner. 110 
pages; cloth.
Price ..........................  $1.25
Cotton Waste
• B y  T. T h orn ley . Gives 
valuable information re­
garding the care, remanu­
facture and sale of waste, 
describing the machinery 
and processes for cleaning, 
carding and spinning cot­
ton waste. 325 pages; 100 
illustrations; cloth.
Price ..........................  $3.00
Raw Cotton
B y  W . L aw rence B a lls .
Treats of the development 
of the cotton fiber as re­
lated to pedigree, plant, 
boll, commercial lint, cot­
ton growing and methods 
of investigation. Based on 
long experience in the 
study of the cotton plant, 
the author having been 
formerly botanist to the 
Egyptian Government. A 
valuable work for all in­
terested in the cotton fiber. 
210 pages, 5 x 7½ ; illus­
trated ; cloth.
Price ..............  ..........  $2.00
Worsted Preparing 
and Combing
B y  B rad b u ry  and  B u ck ley .
Covers sorting, scouring, 
drying, carding, preparing, 
combing, gilling and cost 
finding. Describes and illus­
trates machinery and proc­
esses. Deals with both the 
theory and practice of the 
various processes, being bas­
ed on personal experience, 
records and experiments by 
the anthors. 539 pages, 4½  
x  7; 230 illustrations; doth. 
Price, 2 vols................. $3 00
Structure of the 
Cotton Fibre
B y  F . H . B ow m an.
Covers the chemistry of 
the cotton fiber, strength 
of and variation in the 
fibers, strength and testing 
of yarn, relation of the 
cotton fiber to the dyeing 
process, analysis and de­
tection of various fibers, 
methods of research, origin 
and development of the 
cotton fiber. An accurate 
and exhaustive work. Of 
great value to all connected 
with the manufacture of 
textiles. A companion work 
to “Structure of, the Wool 
Fiber,” by the same au­
thor. Revised and enlarged 
edition. 450 pages, 4½  x 7; 
80 illustrations; cloth.
Price ............................  $3.50
Student’s Cotton 
Spinning
B y  J . Nasmith. Treats of 
all cotton processes from 
ginning to spinning A re­
liable work dealing with 
the subject in a practical 
manner. Suited for both 
the mill man and the stu­
dent. 800 pages; 600. illus­
trations; cloth.
Price ..........................  $3.00
WOOLEN AND WORSTED:
Wool Combing
B y  H ow ard  P riestm an .
Treats of the Bradford 
processes and machinery for 
scouring, carding, preparing 
and combing wool for wor­
sted, with only incidental 
reference to the French sys­
tem. Describes the Lister, 
Holden and Noble combs. A 
useful book for mill men 
and students. Preliminary 
to the “Principles of Wor­
sted Spinning,” by the same 
author. 272 pages, 4¾ x 7; 
81 illustrations; cloth 
Price ............................$2.00
Fine Cotton 
Spinning
B y  J . W . L om ax. Gives
much Information about 
cotton and cotton spinning 
that is not usually found 
in technical books. The 
first chapter deals with the 
purchasing of cotton and 
the English methods of 
covering yarn sales to pre­
vent losses by market 
fluctuations. Covers test­
ing of cotton, the various 
processes of opening, card­
ing, combing, drawing, 
spinning, cleaning and 
overhauling machinery and 
mill planning. Specially 
adapted to the needs of 
cotton mill managers and 
overseers. 117 pages, 4½ x7; 
cloth.
Price ..........................  $1.50
Story of the Cotton 
Plant
B y  F. Wilkinson. Gives 
the main facts relating to 
the origin, growth and 
species of the cotton plant, 
method of cultivation, ma­
chinery and processes of 
manufacture into cloth. 
The book gives much useful 
information in a very con­
venient form. 187 pages, 
4 x 6¾ ; 38 illustrations. 
Price ............................  60c
Woolen and Wors­
ted Yarns
B y  J . W  R ad cliffe. A  
valuable handbook of wool­
en and worsted spinning. 
The author is head of the 
spinning department of the 
Dewsbury Technical School 
and gives here the results of 
long experience and obser­
vation in wool manufacture. 
Covers materials, machinery 
and processes from wool to 
yarn. 336 pages, 4½ x 7¼ : 
113 illustrations.
Price .............................$2.00
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- Structure of the 
Wool Fibre
By F. H . Bowman. A
standard work of recognized 
value. Treats of the classi­
fication of fibers, origin and 
development of wool and 
hair, sheep, wool culture, 
mechanical structure and 
chemical composition of the 
wool fibre, action of reag­
ents on wool, qualities and 
varieties of wool, strength 
and testing of worsted yarn, 
dyeing and color, analysis 
and detection of various 
fibres. A companion work 
to “Structure of the Cot­
ton Fibre,” by the same 
author. Revised and en­
larged. 475 pages, 4½  x 7; 
80 illustrations; cloth. 
Price ......................... $3.50
Wool Carding and 
Combing
By Alfred E. Barker and 
E . Priestley. A useful hand­
book of wool carding and 
combing, including notes on 
sheep breeding, wool grow­
ing and wool fiber. Treats 
the subjects under the fol­
lowing heads: wool produc­
ing animals, sheep breeding, 
wools, hairs and reclaimed 
materials, the wool trade, 
wool classing and sorting, 
physical structure of wools 
and hairs, steeping, scouring 
and drying, types of yarns, 
preparation of long, cross­
bred and merino wools, 
combing, recombing and 
finishing. 256 pages, 4¾ x 7; 
100 illustrations; cloth. 
Price ............................  $1.50
Worsted Spinner’s 
Practical Handbook
B y  H . Turner. Worsted 
manufacturers, superintend­
ents and overseers will find 
in this book a clear descrip­
tion of the machinery and 
processes of manufacturing 
worsted yarn by the Brad­
ford system. 132 pages, 
4¾ x 7¼ ; 54 illustrations; 
cloth.
Price ............................  $2.00
Principles of Wor­
sted Spinning
B y  H ow ard  P riestm an . A  
useful book for worsted mill 
men. Covers the manufac­
ture of worsted yarn under 
the following heads: Ma­
terial, spindle theories, 
drafting and ratch, open and 
cone drawing, spinning, dry 
spun yarn, twisting, wind­
ing, reeling, warping, de­
fects and remedies. Supple­
mentary to the “Principles 
of Wool Combing,” by the 
same author; 200 pages, 
5¼ x 8½  ; 110 illustrations; 
cloth.
Price ................. ..........  $2.75
Standard Cloths
B y  R o b erts  B eau m ont. 
Gives details of the con­
struction of a great variety 
of woolen, worsted ana 
mixed cotton and wool fab­
rics, including the weave, 
structure and charactertis- 
tics of the various fabrics. 
313 pages, 5¼ x 8½ ; cloth. 
Price ...........................  $5.00
Woolen and Wor­
sted Finishing
B y  J o h n  F . T im m erm an. 
Gives an account of the ma­
chinery and processes of 
finishing woolens and wor­
steds. A useful work deal­
ing with a subject on which 
very few books are avail­
able. 332 pages; 100 illus­
trations; half leather.
Price ..........................  $2.00
Wool Year Book
B y  M arsden & Co. Gives 
in very convenient form a 
vast amount of information 
relating to wool, wool 
manufacturing and allied 
trades. Describes the vari­
ous processes and machin­
ery for woolen and worsted 
yarn manufacture, weaving 
and finishing, shrinking 
wool cloths, grease recov­
ery, scouring and carboniz­
ing, bleaching, waterproof­
ing, wool printing, cloth 
construction, standard cloths 
and costing of wool tops, 
yarn and fabrics, speed and 
powrer testing, and includes 
a textile glossary. 608 
pages, 4 x 6 ; illustrated; 
cloth.
Price ..........................  $1.50
Woolen Spinning
B y  H ow ard  P riestm an . 
Deals with the manufacture 
of carded woolen yarn un­
der the following heads: 
wool, wool scouring, car­
bonizing, shoddy, oil and 
soaps, opening, picking, 
mixing, carding, card-feeds, 
condensers, mule spinning. 
A book for the mill man­
ager, overseer and student. 
314 pages, 5 x 8 ½ ; 111 illus­
trations; cloth.
Price ............................  $3.00
Worsted Overlook­
er’s Handbook
By M. M. Buckley. Ex­
plains the calculations re­
quired for worsted drawing 
and spinning processes. 
Gives layouts for worsted 
mills on different kinds of 
yarn. 80 pages, 4  x  6; illus­
trated; flexible cloth.
Price ..............................  50c
Cone Drawing
  B y  M. M. B u ck ley . A con­
cise explanation of cone 
drawing for worsted. A 
very useful book for the 
mill man. 58 pages, 4x6; 17 
illustrations; flexible cloth. 
Price ..............................  50c
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BLEACHING, DYEING, PR IN TIN G , CHEM ISTRY
Dyeing and Cleaning 
Textile Fabrics
B y  F . A  Owen. Gives de­
tailed inform ation on the 
dyeing and cleaning of tex­
tile fabrics, including a 
large number of recipes and 
covering a ll the ordinary 
processes. A lis t of the 
principal dyestuffs is added. 
A  very convenient and use­
fu l handbook. 241 pages, 
4¾ x 7½  ; cloth.
Price ........................................  $2.00
Color Matching
B y  D a v id  P a te r so n . Deals 
with the practice and theory 
of m atching colors, which 
is the most im portant object 
of dyeing. A  book for d y ­
ers, calico printers and de­
signers. 140 pages, 5½ x  8¾ ; 
29 illustrations.
Price .......................................... $3.00
Dyeing and Cleaning
B y  F .  J .  F a r r e ll . A  th or­
oughly practical handbook, 
covering dry cleaning, wet 
cleaning, dyeing and dry 
dyeing of textile m aterials, 
cleaning and dyeing skin 
rugs, feathers and hats, and 
the finishing of textile fa b ­
rics. Includes a number of 
useful tables for dyers and 
cleaners, and a chapter on 
textile fibers. 249 pages, 
5 x 7 ½ ; 81 illustratio n s; 
cloth.
Price ........................................ $2.00
Bleaching and Fin­
ishing Cotton
B y  S . R .  T r o tm a n  an d  
E .  E .  T h o r p . Deals with the 
principles and practice of 
bleaching and finishing cot­
ton. O f great value to both 
the practical m ill man and 
student. Covers the cotton 
fibre, water and all the proc­
esses and m aterials em­
ployed. A very complete 
handbook. 347 pages; 131 
illustratio n s; cloth.
Price .........................................$5.25
Bleaching and Cali­
co Printing
B y  G e o r g e . D u e rr  an d  
W illia m  T u r n b u ll. A  prac­
tical guide for the young 
bleacher and calico printer. 
Clear, concise and simple 
description of the processes 
and m aterials. 158 pages; 
illu stra te d ; 100 dyed and
printed patterns; cloth. 
Price ........................................$4.50
Dyeing and Textile 
Chemistry
B y  J .  M e r r itt  M a tth e w s. A
very useful handbook for the 
laboratory. I t  serves as an 
elementary manual of textile 
chem istry and dyeing for 
chemists, dyers and stu­
dents. 183 experiments. 
Test questions. 360 pages, 
5½  x 9 ; cloth.
Price ........................................  $3.25
Calico Engraving
B y  W illia m  B la c k w o o d .
Deals thoroughly and prac­
tically  with the processes 
of engraving for calico 
printing. A  valuable book 
for the engraver, calico 
printer, designer, m anufac­
turer and student. 272 
pages; 278 illu stratio n s; 
cloth.
Price ........................................$3.59
Chemistry of Coal 
Tar Dyes
B y  I .  W . F a y . Intended 
for students and dyers who 
have a good knowledge of 
general chem istry and some 
knowledge of organic chem­
istry . Covers intermediate 
products, methods of m anu­
facturing, dyes, relation of 
dyes to each other, and 
changes in color as a result 
of changes in com position. 
458 pages, 5½ x8½ ; cloth. 
Covers methods of  print- 
Price ........................................  $4.00
Manual of Dyeing
B y  K n e c h t, R a w s o n  and  
L o e w e n th a l. A  standard 
work that is comprehensive 
and reliable. Should be in 
the possession of every dyer 
and textile chem ist. Covers 
the chem istry and practice 
of dyeing. H as run through 
several editions. 2 vols. 
Price .......................................$14.00
Analysis of Dye­
stuffs
B y  Arthur G . Green. D e­
cribes system atic methods of 
analysis for dyeing m ater­
ials and colors on dyed 
goods. A  valuable book for 
all interested in the m anu­
facture or application of 
dyestuffs. 144 pages; 31 
analytical ta b le s; cloth. 
Price ........................................ $3.50
Dictionary of Dyes 
and Mordants
B y  R a w s o n , G a rd n e r a n d  
L a y c o c k . A  practical work 
for color chem ists, dyers and 
m anufacturers. It  comprises 
a general description of 
dyes, mordants and other 
substances employed in dye­
in g and calico printing, their 
properties, uses and m eth­
ods of exam ining and assay­
in g these m aterials. 372 
pages; cloth.
Price ........................................$6.50
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Textile Chemistry
B y  F  Dannerth. Gives 
clear directions for the 
chem ical analysis of fibers, 
fabrics and materials used 
in m anufacturing, including 
the chem ical reactions of 
wool, hair, cotton, silk, flax, 
ramie, ju te  and artificial 
silk. Deals with the an­
alysis of fabrics made of 
two or more textile m a­
terials, covers boiling-off 
and presence of arsenic and 
other foreign materials in 
textiles, finishing m aterials 
in cotton goods, w eighting 
of silks, tests fo r strength, 
hum idity and fastn ess o f  
colors. 144 pages, 5 x  7½ ;  
cloth.
Price ............. .........................  $2.00
Dyeing in Germany 
and America
B y  S . H . H ig g i n s . Gives
the observations made by 
the author, an E nglish 
chemist, on a trip through 
Germ any and the United 
States in 1906, to which has 
been added in the second 
(1916) edition much m aterial 
obtained by the author as a 
m anager of chemical works 
and demonstrator in the 
dye house of the Manchester 
School of Technology. It  is 
a general survey of the 
Am erican and German dye­
in g  and allied industries by 
a trained chem ist. 135 
pages, 5½  x 9; second 
ed itio n ; cloth.
Price ........................................  $1.75
Bleaching and Dye­
ing of Vegetable 
Fibres
B y  J u l iu s  H u e b n e r. A  re­
liable work dealing with the 
bleaching and dyeing of 
vegetable fibres, yarn and 
cloth. B rought up-to-date. 
435 pages; 96 illustrations. 
Price ...................................... $5.00
Color Mixing
B y  D a v id  P a te r so n . A  use­
fu l m anual for dyers, calico 
printers and color chemists. 
Treats the subject system ­
atically, covering the analy­
sis of light, color by ab ­
sorption, secondary and ter­
tiary  shades. 140 pages, 5½  
x8¾ ; 41 illustrations, 5
plates.
Price ........................................  $3.00
Principles of Dyeing
B y  G . S . F ra p s . A  clear 
explanation of the principles 
of dyeing, which is so essen­
tial in gain in g knowledge 
and experience in the prac­
tice of the art. There are 
chapters on the various 
fibers, cotton, linen, wool 
and silk , bleaching, wool 
and silk scouring, merceriz­
ing, dye m ixing and test­
ing. A  book for the dyer 
who wants to know both the 
why and the how of his 
trade. 270 pages, 4½ x 7 ¼ ; 
illu stra te d ; cloth.
Price ........................................  $1.60
Handbook of the 
Theory of Color
B y  G . H . H u r s t . A  con­
cise and clear explanation of 
the theory of color and 
color com binations. A  use­
ful book for dyers, calico 
printers, designers, painters, 
artists and other users of 
colors. W ritten by one who 
understood both theory and 
practice. 156 pages, 5½ x8½  ; 
11 colored plates and 72 i l­
lustrations; cloth.
Price ................................... .. $3.00
Manufacture of
Organic Dyestuffs
B y  A . W a h l. A  book for 
the chemist who has already 
made a study of the chem­
istry  of coal-tar colors. 
T reats of the raw m aterials, 
intermediate products and 
organic dyestuffs. The au­
thor is professor of indus­
tria l chem istry in the U n i­
versity of N ancy. A  very 
valuable book for those who 
w ish to study the chem istry 
of  coal-tar colors. 328 pages, 
4½  x  7; cloth.
Price ............................  $2.00
Textile Printing
B y  E .  K n e c h t  a n d  J .  B .  
F o thergill. Treats the sub­
ject of textile printing in 
the same thorough manner 
as that in which dyeing is 
handled in K n ech t’s “ M anu­
al of D yein g ,”  to which it 
is a companion work. 
Covers methods of prin t­
ing, preparation of cloth and 
colors, treatm ent of goods, 
etc. 604 pages; 93 illu stra­
tions and 85 sa m p le s o f  
printed fa b rics; cloth.
Price ......................................$11.00
Printing of Textile 
Fabrics
B y  C . F .  S e y m o u r R o th ­
w e ll. Treats of the m a­
chinery, processes and ma­
terials required for printing 
textile fabrics, cotton, w ool­
en, silk and union goods. 
Goes into the subject thor­
oughly. Gives recipes and 
100 printed samples. 325
pages; 48 illu stratio n s; 
cloth.
Price ............................  $6.00
Tests for Coal-Tar 
Colors
B y  G e o rg e  Z e rr. Treats 
of the coal-tar colors used 
in the m anufacture of lakes
and their behavior with 
chem ical reagents. 230 
pages; cloth.
Price ........................................ $6.00
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miscellaneous subjects
Chemistry and Prac­
tice of Finishing
By Bean & McCleary. A 
practical work covering thor­
oughly the chemistry and 
practice of finishing cotton 
goods. Has become a stand­
ard book in the trade. 825 
pages, 5¾ x 8½ ;  78 illus­
trations, 45 plates and a set 
of samples of finished 
goods; waterproof binding, 
2 vols.
P r ic e ........................... $15.00
Dressings and Fin­
ishings for Textile 
Fabrics
B y  F . Polleyn. Covers 
dressings and finishings for 
cotton, wool, linen and silk 
fabrics. A valuable book 
for finishers. 279 pages; 60 
illustrations; cloth.
Price ............ ................. $3.00
Chemistry and Prac­
tice of Sizing
B y  B ean  & S carisb rick . A  
standard book on the sizing 
of cotton yarn and cloth. 
No mill where yarn or cloth 
is sized can afford to be 
without this practical and 
comprehensive work. Has 
run through nine editions. 
Carefully revised and en­
larged. 650 pages; 50 illus­
trations; 20 plates.
Price ............ ...............  $8.00
Waterproofing of 
Fabrics
By S. Mierzinski. A re­
liable work dealing with a 
subject on which compara­
tively little has been pub­
lished. 130 pages; 29 illus­
trations ; cloth.
Price ..........................  $2.50
Manual of Cloth 
Finishing
By the Editors of the Dyer 
& Calico Printer. A very 
complete work on the finish­
ing of woolen, worsted and 
union cloths. A valuable 
book for the manufacturer 
and overseer. 300 pages; il­
lustrated; cloth.
Price ..........................  $6.50
Woolen and Wors­
ted
B y  R ob erts  B eau m ont.
Deals with the manufacture 
of woolen, worsted and 
union yarns and cloths. 
Covers the raw materials 
and processes, sorting, 
scouring, blending, picking, 
carding, combing, drawing, 
spinning and twisting, yarn 
structure, weave construc­
tion, weaving, designing, 
warp preparation, fabric 
structure, fancy twist yarn, 
color in design, cloth an­
alysis, calculations and 
finishing of fabrics. 640 
pages; 500 illustrations; 40 
plates; cloth.
Price ..........................  $10.00
Evolution of the 
Spinning Machine
B y B . P a lin  D ob son . A
book of absorbing interest, 
telling the story of the 
origin and development of 
the cotton-gin, blowing- 
room machinery, card and 
mule. I t deals with the 
mechanical achievements 
which made the modern 
cotton industry possible. 
An appendix gives a brief 
account of the modern ma­
chines for ginning, prepar­
ing, carding and spinning 
cotton. 160 pages, 5½ x 8½ ; 
39 illustrations; cloth.
Price ..........................  $1.25
Finishing Textile 
Fabrics
B y  R ob erts  B eau m ont.
Describes the machinery and 
processes of finishing wool 
and union fabrics. The dif­
ferent operations are de­
scribed and illustrated in 
regular order, scouring, 
theory of felting, fulling 
machinery, theory of nap­
ping, napping machinery 
and processes, cropping, 
shearing, lustering processes 
and machinery, methods of 
finishing wool fabrics and 
finishing effects. A book 
for woolen and worsted 
finishers, designers, super­
intendents and students. 257 
pages, 5 x 8 ½ ; 150 illustra­
tions; cloth.
Price ............................  $4.00
SPECIAL NOTICE
Finishing Jute and 
Linen Fabrics
B y  T hom as W oodh ouse.
Describes the process and 
machinery for finishing 
jute and linen fabrics, in­
cluding cropping, damping, 
calendering, mangling, meas­
uring, marking, rolling, 
crisping and rolling, lap­
ping, folding, sewing and 
printing, twine tarring, 
starching, dyeing, drying, 
waterproofing, bleaching, 
scutching, chasing and beet­
ling, hemstitching and em­
broidery. 319 pages, 5½ x 
8½ ; 253 illustrations; cloth. 
Price ..............................$4.25
Tappet and Dobby 
Looms
B y  T hom as R ob erts. A  
book for weaving overseers 
and loom fixers, treating of 
the construction and opera­
tion of dobby looms under 
the following heads: loom 
motions, shedding, dobby 
mechanism, picking, shuttle- 
box motions, let-off, take­
up, stop-motions, temples, 
selvage motions and driv­
ing looms. Clearly written 
and well illustrated. 216 
pages, 4½x7; 65 illustrations  
Price ..........................  $2.00
Dictionary of 
Textiles
B y  L ou is H arm uth . A val­
uable reference book for all 
branches of the textile In­
dustry. Gives definitions of 
more than 6,600 terms used 
in the textile trade. Includes 
terms relating to fibers, ma­
terials in process, finished 
products, chemicals and 
supplies used in manufac­
turing. 174 pages, 6¾x10¼ ; 
cloth.
Price ..........................  $5.00
Cotton Carding
B y  J. J . O’Grady. A clear 
explanation of the machin­
ery and operations of cot­
ton carding and drawing. 
A book for the learner and 
the experienced carder. The 
machines are described, the 
operations explained and 
the calculations worked out 
in an unusually lucid style. 
103 pages, 4x6.
Price ............................  $1.25
Owing to the extraordinary conditions caused by the war, prices in 
this catalogue are subject to change without notice.
Parties ordering books at the earliest possible moment will probably 
save money by so doing.
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FAHRENHEIT AND CENTIGRADE.
F. C. F. C. F. O. F. C. F. C.
0. —17.8 43. 6.1 85. 29.4 128. 53.3 171. 77.2
0.5 —17.5 43.2 6.2 86. 30. 128.7 53.7 171.5 77.5
1. —17.2 44. 6.7 87. 30.6 129. 53.9 172. 77.8
1.4 —17. 44.6 7. 87.8 31. 129.2 54. 172.4 78.
2. —16.7 45. 7.2 88. 31.1 130. 54.4 173. 78.3
2.7 —16.2 45.5 7.5 88.2 31.2 131. 55. 173.7 78.7
3. —16.1 46. 7.8 89 31.7 132. 55.6 174. 78.9
3.2 —16. 46.4 8. 89.6 32. 132.8 56. 174.2 79.
4. —15.6 47. 8.3 90. 32.2 133. 56.1 175. 79.4
5. —15. 47.7 8.7 90.5 32.5 133.2 56.2 176. 80.
6. —14.4 48. 8.9 91. 32.8 134. 56.7 177. 80.6
6.8 —14. 48.2 9. 91.4 33. 134.6 57. 177.8 81.
7. —13.9 49. 9.4 92. 33.3 135. 57.2 178. 81.1
7.2 —13.7 50. 10. 92.7 33.7 135.5 57.5 178.2 81.2
8. —13.3 51. 10.6 93. 33.9 136. 57.8 179. 81.7
8.6 —13. 51.8 11. 93.2 34. 136.4 58. 179.6 82.
9. —12.8 52. 11.1 94. 34.4 137. 58.3 180. 82.2
9.5 —12.5 52.2 11.2 95. 35. 137.7 58.7 180.5 82.5
10. —12.2 53. 11.7 96. 35.6 138. 58.9 181. 82.8
10.4 —12. 53.6 12. 96.8 36. 138.2 59. 181.4 83.
11. —11.7 54. 12.2 97. 36.1 139. 59.4 182. 83.3
11.7 —11.2 54.5 12.5 97.2 36.2 140. 60. 182.7 83.7
12. —11.1 55. 12.8 98. 36.7 141. 60.6 183. 83.9
12.2 —11. 55.4 13. 98.6 37. 141.8 61. 183.2 84.
13. —10.6 56. 13.3 99. 37.2 142. 61.1 184. 84.4
14. —10. 56.7 13.7 99.5 37.5 142.2 61.2 185. 85.
15. — 9.4 57. 13.9 100. 37.8 143. 61.7 186. 85.6
15.8 — 9. 57.2 14. 100.4 38. 143.6 62. 186.8 86.
16. — 8.9 58. 14.4 101. 38.3 144. 62.2 187. 86.1
16.2 — 8.7 59. 15. 101.7 38.7 144.5 62.5 187.2 86.2
17. — 8.3 60. 15.6 102. 38.9 145. 62.8 188. 86.7
17.6 — 8. 60.8 16. 102.2 39. 145.4 63. 188.6 87.
18. — 7.8 61. 16.1 103. 39.4 146. 63.3 189. 87.2
18.5 — 7.5 61.2 16.2 104. 40. 146.7 63.7 189.5 87.5
19. — 7.2 62. 16.7 105. 40.6 147. 63.9 190. 87.8
19.4 — 7. 62.6 17. 105.8 41. 147.2 64. 190.4 88.
20. — 6.7 63. 17.2 106. 41.1 148. 64.4 191. 88.3
20.7 — 6.2 63.5 17.5 106.2 41.2 149. 65. 191.7 88.7
21. — 6.1 64. 17.8 107. 41.7 150. 65.6 192. 88.9
21.2 — 6. 64.4 18. 107.6 42. 150.8 66. 192.2 89.
22. — 5.6 65. 18.3 108. 42.2 151. 66.1 193. 89.4
23. — 5. 65.7 18.7 108.5 42.5 151.2 66.2 194. 90.
24. — 4.4 66. 18.9 109. 42.8 152. 66.7 195. 90.6
24.8 — 4. 66.2 19. 109.4 43. 152.6 67. 195.8 91.
25. — 3.9 67. 19.4 110. 43.3 153. 67.2 196. 91.1
25.2 — 3.7 68. 20. 110.7 43.7 153.5 67.5 196.2 91.2
26. — 3.3 69. 20.6 111. 43.9 154. 67.8 197. 91.7
26.6 — 3. 69.8 21. 111.2 44. 154.4 63. 197.6 92.
27. — 2.8 70. 21.1 112. 44.4 155. 68.3 198. 92.2
27.5 — 2.5 70.2 21.2 113. 45. 155.7 68.7 198.5 92.5
28. — 2.2 71. 21.7 114. 45.6 156. 68.9 199. 92.8
28.4 — 2. 71.6 22. 114.8 46. 156.2 69. 199.4 93.
29. — 1.7 72. 22.2 115. 46.1 157. 69.4 200. 93.3
29.7 — 1.2 72.5 22.5 115.2 46.2 158. 70. 200.7 93.7
30. — 1.1 73. 22.8 116. 46.7 159. 70.6 201. 93.9
30.2 — 1. 73.4 23. 116.6 47. 159.8 71. 201.2 94.
31. — 0.6 74. 23.3 117. 47.2 160. 71.1 202. 94.4
32. 0. 74.7 23.7 117.5 47.5 160.2 71.2 203. 95.
33. +  0.6 75. 23.9 118. 47.8 161. 71.7 204. 95.6
33.8 1. 75.2 24. 118.4 48. 161.6 ■ 72. 204.8 96.
34. 1.1 76. 24.4 119. 48.3 162. 72.2 205. 96.1
34.2 1.2 77. 25. 119.7 48.7 162.5 72.5 205.2 96.2
35. 1.7 78. 25.6 120. 48.9 163. 72.8 206. 96.7
35.6 2. 78.8 26. 120.2 49. 163.4 73. 206.6 97.
36. 2.2 79. 26.1 121. 49.4 164. 73.3 207. 97.2
36.5 2.5 79.2 26.2 122. 50. 164.7 73.7 207.5 97.5
37. 2.8 80. 26.7 123. 50.6 165. 73.9 208. 97.8
37.4 3. 80.6 27. 123.8 51. 165.2 74. 208.4 98.
38. 3.3 81. 27.2 124. 51.1 166. 74.4 209. 98.3
38.7 3.7 81.5 27.5 124.2 51.2 167. 75. 209.7 98.7
39. 3.9 82. 27.8 125. 51.7 168. 75.6 210. 98.9
39.2 4. 82.4 28. 125.6 52. 168.8 76. 210.2 99.
40. 4.4 83. 28.3 126. 52.2 169. 76.1 211. 99.4
41. 5. 83.7 28.7 126.5 52.5 169.2 76.3 212. 100.
42. 5.6 84. 28.9 127. 52.8 170. 76.7 213. 100.6
42.8 6. 84.2 29. 127.4 53. 170.6 77. 213.8 101.
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TEXTILE BOOKS FREE
One with each year’s subscription 
to “ Textiles”
Subscription in the United States . . $1.00 per year 
In Canada and Foreign Countries . . $1.50 per year
U S E F U L  T E X T IL E S  T A B L E S  (Orange Book). Numbering Yarn 
by Different Systems-—Thermometer Tables—Production of Looms— 
Weights and Measures—Comparative Yarn Tables—K nitting Machine 
Gauges—Mensuration—F irs t Aid to the Injured—Speed of Pulleys and 
Gears—Size of Yarn in a Knit Fabric—Standard Sizes for K nit Goods— 
Calculating Count of Ply Yarn—Shrinkage and Cost of Material—Moist­
ure S tandards for Textiles—“Straight Line” Analysis of Cloth—Shrink­
age and W eight of Fulled Goods—Tem perature Control—Knots for 
Various Purposes.
An invaluable reference work for every mill man. Now used by 
thousands of managers, superintendents, overseers and other active 
mill men.
S Y S T E M  IN  T H E  M IL L  (Buff Book). A collection of blank 
forms for mill work, showing ideal systems used in various depart­
ments of textile mills. Clear explanations accompany the illustrations.
P R A C T IC A L  COST F IN D IN G  (Blue Book). For Cotton, Woolen, 
Worsted and K nitting Mills. The most valuable articles on cost find­
ing in the textile business ever published. Deals with a subject of 
vital importance to mill managers. I t should always be w ithin easy 
reach, for its use may mean the difference between a profit and a loss.
H A N D B O O K  FOR D Y E R S  A N D  B L E A C H E R S  (Green Book). Re­
moving Fog from Dye Houses—Bleaching w ith Peroxide of Sodium— 
W hat the Drug Room Should Be—Vigoureux P rin ting  of Worsted— 
M aterials Used in Dyeing and Bleaching—Composition of Dye Baths— 
Products of Coal Tar—Calculating Capacity of Tanks and Vats—Ther­
mometer Tables — Hydrom eter Tables — Hydro-Extractors — Weights 
and Measures—Tem perature Control in Textile Processes—“Don’ts” and 
“Do You Know” for Dyers and Bleachers. A valuable book for 
daily use.
Send us your subscription order, specifying which book you desire. 
Do it now, while the subject is fresh in your mind. The books are not 
sold separately.
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